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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of the present study was to determine if a relationship between what individuals 
chose as an acceptable workload and muscle effort existed. Additionally, physical capability 
limits for direct current right-angle power tool operation were established. A psychophysical 
methodology was utilized to examine 40 non-skilled female participants while performing a right-
angle power tool fastening task on a simulated joint. A combination of two between subject 
variables were examined: joint orientation (horizontal and vertical planes) and joint hardness 
(hard and soft joints). Participants were evenly distributed into one of the four joint orientation-
hardness groups via a minimization technique that reduced between group mean characteristics 
(i.e. height, weight, age, grip strength). Within each of these four groups, a combination of three 
fastening strategies (Automatic Tightening Control, Quick Step, and Turbo Tight) and three 
fastening frequencies (1/min, 3/min, and 5/min) were performed by each participant. The 
chosen target torque, forces experienced in all three orthogonal axes, and surface 
electromyography were gathered throughout the data collection. Separate mixed-design 
repeated analyses of variance were used to assess each of the dependent measures, with 
Tukey’s post hoc test comparisons as relevant (p<0.05). Fastening strategy and frequency 
influenced the target torque and forces participants chose as an acceptable workload, which 
was also supported by the surface electromyography data. Participants chose significantly 
higher target torques with the Turbo Tight strategy, which was associated with lower peak force 
and force impulse in comparison to the other two strategies. Participants chose to accept lower 
target torques and forces as fastening frequency increased. Physical capability limits were 
calculated to accommodate 75% of the female working population, which will help reduce the 
risk of injury associated with right-angle power tool use in the automotive sector and elsewhere.   
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“We are what we repeatedly do.  
Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.” 
 
Will Durant 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1  BACKGROUND  
Occupational injuries have afflicted workers for centuries, and although much effort has been 
directed to reduce risk factors, injuries in the workplace persist. This is of great concern since 
injuries can debilitate a worker’s capacity to carry out their job, in addition to the associated 
financial repercussions. In Ontario alone, there were 229,324 injury claims in 2015 resulting in 
$2.58 billion in benefit payments (WSIB, 2016a; WSIB 2016b). The reported numbers in the 
United States (U.S.) are much higher according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2016), which 
recorded over 2.9 million nonfatal injuries in 2015. However, it has been estimated that the 
number of nonfatal injuries could be as high as 8.5 million annually, costing approximately $186 
billion (Leigh, 2011).  
Due to the negative impact of occupational injuries, an abundance of research has been 
conducted with the purpose of uncovering the risk factors associated with musculoskeletal 
injuries, and thus providing solutions to reduce the risks of injury. A particular area of interest is 
the association of power hand tool use and upper extremity (UE) injuries in the automotive 
sector. Van Bergeijk (1987) found that 55% of workers in Ford Motor Company factories in the 
U.S. used power hand tools, and in 2015, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2016) reported 45,630 
hand-tool related injuries in the private sector. The risk factors associated with power tool use 
are related to the necessary forceful muscular exertions required to counteract torque reaction 
forces, vibration exposure, prolonged muscular effort to support the tool mass, and adaptation 
of awkward postures (Bernard, 1997; Muggleton et al., 1999). Epidemiological evidence has 
found a strong relationship between power tool use and rotator cuff syndrome, cubital tunnel 
syndrome, hand-arm vibration syndrome, carpal tunnel syndrome, and hand tendinitis and 
tenosynovitis (Bernard, 1997; Muggleton et al., 1999). Due to this, some guidelines have been 
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adopted to aid in the reduction of musculoskeletal injuries of the UE. Specifically, the 
International Organization of Standards (ISO) has published guidelines for acceptable exposure 
levels of vibration, while the automotive sector has set limitations on acceptable peak torque 
magnitudes for right-angle power tool (RAPT) operation based on unpublished research. 
However, these guidelines are limited as they do not account for various parameters such as 
repetition, fastening strategy, joint hardness, and joint orientation. With this in mind, the present 
study proposes a method to determine physical capability limits when operating RAPTs by using 
a psychophysical approach. 
Psychophysics is a branch of experimental psychology that studies the relationship 
between cognitive sensation and physical stimuli (Gescheider, 1985). In its infancy, 
psychophysics was used to determine individuals’ just noticeable differences based on their 
perceptions of different physical stimuli on the senses (e.g. auditory, visual, tactile) (Gescheider, 
1985). From these studies, a linear relationship was established between the physical and 
cognitive domains (Stevens, 1960). One of these linear relationships was found between 
perceived muscular effort and force production. With this discovery, Stover Snook used 
psychophysics to determine limits and guidelines for manual material handling tasks (Snook and 
Irvine, 1967). The methodology involved giving participants control over one experimental 
variable, while controlling for all the others. Individuals could alter the stimulus magnitude, but at 
the same time were instructed to perform the task without inducing feelings of unusual fatigue or 
strain. Snook’s research provided weight limits for various manual material handling tasks which 
are still used as guidelines today.   
Due to the success of the study, various researchers have followed in Snook’s footsteps 
to determine physical capability limits (PCLs) and guidelines for occupational tasks with the use 
of psychophysics (Snook and Irvine, 1968; Snook et al., 1970; Snook and Ciriello, 1974; Ciriello 
and Snook, 1978; Potvin et al., 2000; Ciriello et al., 2002; Nussbaum and Johnson, 2002; Moore 
and Wells, 2005; Cort et al., 2006; Potvin et al., 2006; Andrews et al., 2008). For instance, 
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Moore and Wells (2005) determined PCLs for in-line power tools using psychophysics. 
Researchers have reported low within-subject coefficient of variation values which indicates that 
the psychophysical methodology is a reliable approach for determining human exposure limits in 
a variety of occupational tasks, however, there are some limitations. Psychophysical research 
relies heavily on participant subjectivity, and for this reason, participants require training to 
reduce errors (Karwowksi and Yates, 1986). As a result, psychophysical studies can be lengthy 
and costly. Despite this, a distinct advantage of the psychophysical methodology is that it 
permits realistic simulation of industrial work. Furthermore, it allows for the integration of stimuli 
when multiple variables are present in a task in order quantify permissible levels of exposure.  
 Another tool that has been used to assess physical demands is electromyography 
(EMG). EMG is a method of measuring muscular electrical activity by recording motor unit 
action potentials (MUAPs). It is believed that motor unit recruitment and firing rate modulate 
muscular tension, and so the collected signals can be used to estimate muscle effort (De Luca, 
1997; Criswell, 2011). Under isometric contractions, the relationship between EMG and muscle 
force has been shown to be linear, and in some instances curvilinear (Lawrence and De Luca, 
1983; Jensen et al., 1993). However, this relationship becomes complex under anisometric 
contractions since muscle length, contraction velocity, and type of contraction alter muscle force 
production (De Luca, 1997; Disselhorst-Klug, 2009; Criswell, 2011). This presents a problem 
since most muscular exertions are dynamic, as is the case with RAPT operation. Due to this, 
researchers that have collected EMG during power tool use have chosen to use EMG to 
measure muscular effort rather than muscle force (Radwin et al., 1989; Oh and Radwin, 1997; 
Oh and Radwin, 1998; Armstrong et al., 1999; Forsman et al., 2002). In these power tool 
studies, EMG has proven to be a valuable means of investigating the muscular demands during 
power tool operation. This is of particular importance since the surface EMG (sEMG) collected 
during this study will be used to determine if a relationship exists between the PCLs chosen by 
participants and muscular effort.   
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 Taken together, the establishment of PCLs for occupational tasks like RAPT operation 
will provide guidelines for professionals, such as ergonomists and engineers, to follow when 
assessing or designing workstations. By doing so, PCLs can aid in limiting occupational injuries 
by maintaining physical demands within the capacity of workers. Currently, only guidelines for 
pneumatic RAPTs exist, which is problematic since technological advancements have led to a 
shift from pneumatic to direct current (DC) power tool use. DC power tools provide greater 
control over the rundown parameters which can be used to match job demands. Furthermore, 
Potvin et al. (2004) reported that DC power tool use resulted in lower forearm muscle activity 
and hand acceleration in comparison to pneumatic power tool use. The authors concluded that 
UE musculoskeletal disorders may be reduced when using DC rather than pneumatic power 
tools, since the data indicated that DC power tools were less physically demanding. However, 
there are currently no PCLs for DC RAPTs which is problematic since these tools are used a 
great deal in the automotive industry and have the potential to cause various musculoskeletal 
disorders. The present study will fill this gap in the literature by using a psychophysical 
approach to establish PCLs for DC RAPT use.  
1.2  STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE 
The purpose of this study was to investigate if a relationship between the psychophysically 
determined workload chosen by participants and surface electromyography existed. In addition, 
physical capability limits for right-angle power tool operation were established. The physical 
capability limits for torque magnitude will be determined for four variables: two joint orientations 
(horizontal and vertical), two joint hardness (hard and soft), three fastening strategies (Stanley’s 
Automatic Tightening Control, Atlas Copco’s Quickstep, and Atlas Copco’s Turbo Tight), and 
three fastening frequencies (1, 3, and 5 min-1). These variables were chosen because they are 
representative of the workstation parameters found in the automotive industry.  
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1.3  HYPOTHESES  
1. Training sessions will result in low Coefficient of Variation values pertaining to within-subject 
variability of the acceptable torque magnitudes chosen by participants for fastener tightening 
during the testing protocol. 
 Participants will complete an hour of training for each experimental condition. A training 
period prior to testing has been incorporated in previous psychophysical studies involving the 
UE, which have reported consistent within-subject Coefficient of Variation values ranging from 
4.1% to 22% (Potvin et al., 2000; Cort et al., 2006; Potvin et al., 2006; Andrews et al., 2008). 
This indicates that training is effective in familiarizing participants to the instrumentation and 
experimental protocol. Currently, there are no studies that have reported Coefficient of Variation 
values when using a psychophysical approach to set power tool physical capability limits 
(PCLs). However, based on the literature, it is expected that participants will have a thorough 
understanding of each condition following training, and thus yield relatively consistent 
acceptable chosen target torque magnitudes (i.e. PCLs) during testing. 
 
2. Psychophysical and electromyography data will demonstrate that participants will accept 
greater target torque magnitudes when fastening hard joints in comparison to soft joints. 
 There is debate in the literature of whether slow torque build-up times (i.e. soft joints) are 
preferred over fast torque build-up times (i.e. hard joints), or vice-versa (Radwin et al., 1989; 
Armstrong et al., 1994; Oh and Radwin, 1998; Armstrong et al., 1999; Forsman et al., 2002). 
Fast torque build-up times have been shown to result in greater peak EMG and the recruitment 
of the stretch reflex, thus, some studies have proposed the use of slow torque build-up times to 
avoid high muscular involuntary contractions (Radwin et al., 1989; Armstrong et al., 1994; 
Forsman et al., 2002). However, slow torque build-up times result in greater integrated EMG 
(i.e. greater muscular effort), and so other studies have suggested the use of fast torque build-
up times to avoid prolonged muscular efforts (Oh and Radwin, 1998; Armstrong et al., 1999). 
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Furthermore, Oh and Radwin (1997) reported that when fastening hard joints utilizing fast tool 
spindle speeds, the inertial effects of the power tool become larger. Therefore, the tool absorbs 
more of the torque reaction force, resulting in less forces transmitted to the operator. Based on 
this information, it is predicted that participants will accept greater target torque magnitudes 
when fastening hard joints in comparison to soft joints.   
 
3. A strong linear relationship will exist between the force impulse and the integrated normalized 
electromyography from the physical capability limits chosen by participants. 
 Previous psychophysical research has demonstrated a strong relationship between tool 
torque impulse and subjective ratings of perceived discomfort (Freivalds and Eklund, 1991; 
Freivalds and Eklund, 1993; Kihlberg et al., 1993; Oh and Radwin, 1994; Kihlberg et al., 1995). 
Furthermore, tool torque impulse has been shown to have a strong relationship with integrated 
electromyography (EMG) (Radwin et al., 1989; Oh and Radwin 1997; Oh and Radwin, 1998; 
Armstrong et al., 1999). Tool torque impulse provides an indirect measure of the force impulse 
experienced at the hands during power tool use. However, it was not until recently that the 
reactionary forces at the hand were able to be directly measured. Lin and McGorry (2009) used 
an instrumented handle to measure reaction forces at the hand during right-angle power tool 
use; the authors found a strong relationship between force impulse collected from the hand and 
ratings of perceived discomfort. Putting all of this together, force impulse collected at the hand 
and integrated EMG provide great detail about the muscle effort required to counteract the 
impulsive forces produced during RAPT operation. In the present study, PCLs will be based on 
the target torque magnitudes participants find acceptable under various parameters. In terms of 
analyses, the resultant force impulse associated with the PCLs will be used, and the EMG 
collected from the seven muscles will be normalized and integrated. Therefore, it is predicted 
that a strong linear relationship between the integrated %EMG and integrated force (i.e. force 
impulse) collected from the hands will exist.        
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4. The muscle with the greatest relative force contribution (i.e. integrated %EMG) during right-
angle power tool operation will be the limiting factor of the physical capability limits chosen by 
participants across all experimental conditions. The last 15 minutes of data from each 
experimental condition during joint fastening will produce the following relationship: the 
integrated %EMG of the ‘limiting muscle’ and the resultant of the force impulse collected by the 
instrumented handle will have a linear relationship. 
 Fischer and Dickerson (2014) have provided strong evidence supporting that PCLs 
obtained from psychophysical research account for biomechanical thresholds. Specifically, 
Fischer and Dickerson (2014) demonstrated that PCLs are limited by the most biomechanically 
limiting joint, which they termed the ‘weakest link’. Taking it one step further, I believe there is a 
‘limiting muscle’ within the weakest link which will limit the amount of torque reaction force 
impulse an individual is willing to accept during RAPT operation. As to why force impulse will be 
investigated, Lin and McGorry (2009) demonstrated that as force impulse at the hand-arm 
system increased, rating of perceived exertion increased while task acceptability decreased. 
Furthermore, greater torque reaction force impulse will require greater muscular effort by 
participants to counteract those forces. Thus, the integrated %EMG of each muscle will reflect 
its level of effort during RAPT operation. It is predicted that the muscle with the greatest 
integrated %EMG will be the limiting factor for the torque magnitude (i.e. PCLs) chosen by 
participants, and the integrated %EMG will have a linear relationship to the pertaining force 
impulse PCLs collected by the instrumented handle.        
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Chapter 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW  
2.1  OCCUPATIONAL MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURIES 
Referred to as the father of occupational medicine, Bernardino Ramazzini identified several 
health hazards that workers faced in the 18th century (Añón, 2014). Although occupational 
tasks have drastically changed over the last 300 years, occupational hazards continue to afflict 
workers. One particular issue are work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs) which is a 
term that embodies a collection of inflammatory and degenerative conditions affecting the 
muscles, tendons, ligaments, joints, peripheral nerves, and supporting blood vessels (Punnett 
and Wegman, 2004). 
WMSDs are responsible for over a third of all registered occupational diseases in the 
U.S., causing more work absenteeism and disability than any other group of diseases in both 
Canada and the U.S. (Aptel et al., 2002; Punnett and Wegman, 2004). Aside from the negative 
influence on workers’ health, WMSDs have enormous financial repercussions. It is the most 
expensive form of work disability, impacting both employers and society, costing billions of 
dollars per annum in Canada and the U.S. alone (da Costa and Vieria, 2010; Leigh, 2011).  
As a result of the negative impacts of these disorders, hazards associated with 
occupational tasks have been heavily researched, leading to the identification of an abundant 
amount of WMSDs risk factors. It is evident from the literature that the most prominent risk 
factors in the development of WMSDs are posture, force, and repetition (Ekberg et al., 1994; 
Eriksen et al., 1999; Leclerc et al., 2001; Viikari-Juntura et al., 2001; Feveile et al., 2002; Frost 
et al., 2002; Haahr and Andersen, 2003; Andersen et al. 2003; Nahit et al., 2003; Descatha et 
al., 2003; Eriksen et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2006; Thomsen et al., 2007; Andersen et al., 2007; 
Côté et al., 2008; Sliverstein et al., 2008; Shiri and Viikari-Juntura, 2011; Herquelot et al., 2013). 
Although these risk factors are culpable for various musculoskeletal injuries, it must be noted 
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that the distribution of WMSDs across body regions is not equal. In 2015, upper extremity 
injuries accounted for 20.6% of lost time claims in Ontario, only second to low back injuries 
which accounted for 22.3% (WSIB, 2016a; WSIB 2016b). Injuries that afflict the joints and 
anatomical structures found between the Glenohumeral joint to the distal aspect of the digits, as 
well as the cervical spine, are classified as WMSDs of the upper extremity (WMSDs-UE) (Sluiter 
et al., 2001).  
Due to the high prevalence of UE injuries, numerous investigators have conducted 
research to find the determinants of injury. Interestingly enough, the same risk factors discussed 
above - posture, force, and repetition - are also the greatest contributors to the development of 
WMSDs-UE (Ekberg et al., 1994; Kilbom, 1994; Leclerc et al., 2001; Viikari-Juntura et al., 2001; 
Feveile et al., 2002; Frost et al., 2002; Aptel et al., 2002; Haahr and Andersen, 2003; Andersen 
et al., 2003; Nahit et al., 2003; Descatha et al., 2003; Punnett and Wegman, 2004; Smith et al., 
2006; Thomsen et al., 2007; Andersen et al., 2007; Côté et al., 2008; Sliverstein et al., 2008; 
Shiri and Viikari-Juntura, 2011; Herquelot et al., 2013). Non-neutral UE postures may cause 
mechanical disadvantages in force production, as well as, nerve compression and increased 
friction on tendinous structures (Kilbom, 1994). This has been illustrated in multiple studies 
where neck flexion >20° over a duration of ≥66% of the task cycle, shoulder flexion ≥45° over a 
duration of ≥18% of task cycle, working with hands above shoulder level, and wrist deviations 
have been shown to independently increase the risk of WMSDs-UE (Viikari-Juntura et al., 2001; 
Feveile et al., 2002; Haahr and Andersen, 2003; Andersen et al., 2003; Nahit et al., 2003; Côté 
et al., 2008; Sliverstein et al., 2008; Herquelot et al., 2013). Physical demands requiring forceful 
exertions have been studied, however, the type and magnitude of effort required for the exertion 
varies depending on the task, WMSD, or anatomical structure being analysed. Despite this 
discrepancy, forceful exertions have been shown to increase WMSD-UE risk (Feveile et al., 
2002; Frost et al., 2002; Descatha et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2006; Thomsen et al., 2007; 
Andersen et al., 2007; Sliverstein et al., 2008; Shiri and Viikari-Juntura, 2011; Herquelot et al., 
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2013). Forceful tasks in the workplace have decreased over time due to automation, however, 
this has resulted in a high degree of repetitive tasks as well as awkward postures (Ekberg et al., 
1994). This poses a problem since repetitive tasks have been shown to increase the risk of 
WMSDs-UE (Ekberg et al., 1994; Leclerc et al., 2001; Frost et al., 2002; Andersen et al. 2003; 
Nahit et al., 2003; Thomsen et al., 2007; Andersen et al., 2007; Côté et al., 2008).   
It is imperative to recognize that since each occupation has unique parameters, the risk 
factors and their aetiological impact on musculoskeletal disorders will vary between 
occupational tasks. Additionally, each musculoskeletal disorder has unique and specific risk 
factors, which are dependent on the afflicted anatomical region. Thus, it is erroneous to assume 
that there is a hierarchy for risk factors in the propagation of WMSDs for all occupational tasks 
and anatomical regions. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that risk factors can have an 
interaction effect, which poses a greater risk than when they act alone (Aptel et al., 2002; 
Andersen et al., 2003; Silverstein et al. 2008). For instance, Andersen et al. (2003) conducted a 
four-year longitudinal study on workers in industrial and service companies. The investigators 
reported that workers exposed to high force and high repetitive tasks were at greater risk of 
neck and shoulder pain, than when only high force or high repetition were present.  
2.2  UPPER EXTREMITY MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS AND POWER TOOLS 
It is estimated that approximately 55% of workers in the U.S. automotive sector use power hand 
tools (Van Bergeijk, 1987). Although these tools can increase worker capacity, they can also 
increase the risk of injury (Muggleton et al., 1999). The U.S. private industry had 45,630 hand-
tool related injuries in 2015, which is a substantial increase from the previous year where 
39,790 hand-tool related injuries were reported (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015; Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, 2016). The great magnitude of power tool use in various occupations and their 
potential to increase the risk of musculoskeletal injuries is considered problematic in the 
manufacturing industry.  
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Investigators have found that the injuries associated with power tools use typically afflict 
the UE (Bernard, 1997; Muggleton et al., 1999). This is due to the impulsive forces that must be 
counteracted by the arm, vibration transmission, as well as the mass of the tool and the possible 
adaptation of awkward postures during their operation. Muggleton et al. (1999) provided 
epidemiological evidence between power tool operation and various WMSDs-UE, and found 
that the following musculoskeletal disorders had a strong association with power tool use: 
rotator cuff syndrome (RCS), cubital tunnel syndrome, hand-arm vibration syndrome (HAVS), 
carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), and hand tendinitis and tenosynovitis. 
 Rotator cuff syndrome refers to tendinitis of the rotator cuff muscles and/or subacromial 
nerve impingement (Sluiter et al., 2001). High hand forces and tool vibration play the largest role 
in the etiology of work-related RCS, while shoulder flexion ≥45° for a prolonged period has a 
moderate impact (van der Windt et al., 2000; Frost et al., 2002; Andersen et al. 2003; Silverstein 
et al., 2008). When the mass of the tool is not supported by an external weight balancer, the 
operator is required to produce effort to hold the tool which leads to sustained muscle force in 
the shoulder region. Additionally, depending on the workstation, operators may have to adopt 
non-neutral shoulder postures to complete their task. Over time, these increased muscular 
efforts to meet task demands may lead to inflammation and nerve impingement at the shoulder. 
Furthermore, RCS risk increases if the task involves exposure to two or more risk factors, even 
if exposure to the risk factors are low (Frost et al., 2002; Andersen et al., 2003; Silverstein et al. 
2008). 
The cubital tunnel is a passage formed between the medial epicondyle of the humerus 
and olecranon through which the ulnar nerve passes at the elbow. Cubital tunnel syndrome is 
caused by ulnar nerve compression at the cubital tunnel, resulting in tingling and numbness at 
the ulnar border of the palm, as well as the 4th and 5th digits (Sluiter et al., 2001). Based on a 
review of the literature, only two longitudinal studies have explored the work-related factors 
associated with cubital tunnel syndrome; both studies concluded that high forces, particularly 
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when combined with prolonged static postures, increased cubital tunnel syndrome risk 
(Descatha et al., 2004; Bartels and Verbeek, 2007). Power tool operation requires high forceful 
contractions to counteract torque reaction forces and to maintain hand-tool coupling. 
Furthermore, the UE is typically in prolonged static postures during this process. Therefore, the 
repetitive use of power tools with high impulsive forces may increase the risk of cubital tunnel 
syndrome.    
 Hand-arm vibration syndrome refers to the disorders that afflict vascular and 
neurological tissues of the upper limb from vibration exposure, particularly at the lower arm and 
hand (Sluiter et al., 2001). Vibration white finger (VWF) is one of the vascular disorders, and is 
considered a secondary form of Raynaud’s phenomenon (Sluiter et al., 2001). VFW occurs 
when there is prolonged exposure to high frequency vibration (>100 Hz), which leads to blood 
vessel endothelial damage causing the vascular tissue to thicken, thus reducing blood flow 
(Woodside, 1997). Due to poor circulation, blanched fingers are a common characteristic of 
VWF. Regarding neurological pathologies, vibration has been shown to induce sensorineural 
impairment leading to finger numbness, as well as deterioration of tactile perception and 
dexterity (Bovenzi, 1998). Furthermore, long term exposure to vibration can cause permanent 
damage to skin mechanoreceptors in the hand which are essential for fine motor control 
(Lundström, 1986). This presents a serious problem as a vicious cycle is created. Since 
vibration reduces tactile perception, this will cause greater gripping of the tool, resulting in 
greater vibration transmission (Muggleton et al., 1999). The link between HAVS and vibration 
from power tool use has been firmly established (Bernard 1997; Muggleton et al., 1999). 
However, the amount of permissible exposure is still up for debate. 
  Carpal tunnel syndrome is defined as intermittent or permanent compression of the 
median nerve as it travels through the carpal tunnel of the wrist (Sluiter et al., 2001). Those 
diagnosed with CTS describe tingling, numbness, and pain on the palmar side of the hand and 
the first three digits, particularly at night when trying to sleep; grip strength deterioration may 
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occur in some cases (Sluiter et al., 2001). Non-neutral wrist and elbow postures, high forceful 
finger and hand exertions, and vibration have been shown to increase CTS risk (Bernard, 1997; 
Buckle and Devereux, 2002; Feveile et al., 2002; Palmer et al., 2007). If an operator must 
support the weight of the power tool, this will result in sustained forceful gripping, increasing the 
risk of CTS (Muggleton et al., 1999). Depending on workstation parameters, the worker may 
have to adopt prolonged awkward elbow and wrist postures throughout the day, which would 
also increase CTS risk. Furthermore, vibration has been shown to increase gripping force due to 
the deterioration of tactile perception (Bovenzi, 1998). Additionally, the tonic vibration reflex is 
activated in muscles close to the vibration source (Radwin et al., 1987). Therefore, the muscle 
spindles in the forearm will be excessively stimulated resulting in continuous increase in muscle 
tone. This increase in muscular activity would increase the amount of pressure placed on the 
carpal tunnel, potentially leading to CTS. Lastly, as is the case with most WMSDs-UE, when two 
or more of these physical risk factors are present in a task, the risk of CTS greatly increases 
(Bernard, 1997; Buckle and Devereux 2002; Palmer et al., 2007). 
Hand tendinitis and tenosynovitis is defined as inflammation of the extensor and flexor 
tendons, including the tendon-muscle attachments that allow for motion at the wrist and digits 
(Sluiter et al., 2001). This disorder causes pain during flexion and/or extension of the wrist and 
fingers, with the exclusion of the thumb. Furthermore, extensor tendinitis and tenosynovitis at 
the hand has been shown to be more prevalent because the wrist extensors are more active 
during wrist stabilization than the wrist flexors (Sluiter et al., 2001). Forceful exertions, high 
repetitive wrist and hand movements, and extreme deviated wrist postures have been shown to 
increase the risk of tendinitis at the wrist and hand (Bernard, 1997; Barr et al., 2004; Thomsen 
et al., 2007). This risk is even more pronounced when high forceful exertions and high repetitive 
wrist/hand motions are combined (Bernard, 1997; Buckle and Devereux, 2002; Barr et al., 
2004).  
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 Currently, there are few guidelines addressing power tool use. One of these guidelines 
was set by the ISO, which focused on limits for hand-arm vibration. ISO 5349-I (2001) set the 
following permissible limits of frequency weighted acceleration exposure per day for vibrating 
tools: 4 m/s2 (4 to 8 hours/day), 6 m/s2 (2 to <4 hours/day), 8 m/s2 (1 to <2 hours/day), and 12 
m/s2 (<1 hour/day). However, these threshold values have come under criticism since they 
assume all workers will be performing the same task, with the same hand-arm postures, and 
with identical tools (Joshi et al., 2012). Furthermore, the automotive industry developed a 
standard for acceptable peak torque magnitude. Based on work by Oh and Radwin (1998), the 
standard was set such that any fastener securing that exceeded 55 Nm of peak torque when 
using a RAPT would require a torque reaction bar. A torque reaction bar is an attachment that 
reduces the amount of torque that the operator must counteract during fastener rundowns. 
However, these attachments are large, which can limit RAPT maneuverability, and thus 
affecting the ability to perform various fastening tasks. Additionally, the 55 Nm peak torque limit 
was set when pneumatic tools were predominantly used. Technological advancements have 
caused a shift in industry to use direct current (DC) power tools over pneumatic power tools. DC 
power tools offer more control during joint fastening, since the rundown strategy can be 
adjusted to match job demands, as well as require less physical demands than pneumatic tools 
(Potvin et al., 2004; Johnson et al., 2008). Presently, no PCLs exist for DC RAPTs, thus there is 
a need for physical guidelines to reduce the risks of WMSDs-UE associated with the use of 
these tools. In the present study, we will be addressing this issue by establishing PCLs for DC 
RAPT operation under various parameters. 
2.3  PSYCHOPHYSICS 
For centuries academics contemplated the idea of measuring human sensations, but it was not 
until the mid 1800’s that this became a possibility (Gescheider, 1985). Gustav Fechner’s 1860 
publication, Elemente der Psychophysik, provided a methodology known as psychophysics that 
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allowed for the measurement of human sensory experience, and became a branch of 
experimental psychology that studies the relationship between cognitive sensation and physical 
stimuli (Gescheider, 1985). A fundamental element of this science is the Principle of 
Nomination, which states that there is a connection between neural activity and cognitive 
perception, such that identical neural events generate identical psychological events (Marks, 
1978). Physical stimuli that induce different neurological responses will provoke a different 
cognitive sensory experience. Thus, it is assumed that a neural threshold must be exceeded to 
induce a cognitive response (Gescheider, 1985). Such a threshold may exist since sensations 
can differ in intensity, quality, extension or, duration. This was first noted by Ernst Weber’s 
weight discrimination study, which is the earliest known research to use the psychophysical 
method. Weber found that the mass of the weight (i.e. sensory intensity) had to change a 
certain amount to be able to be discerned as different from the previous weight by participants 
(Gescheider, 1985). Proceeding psychophysical studies on the senses discovered linear 
relationships between the physical and cognitive domains with the use of Stevens’ power law 
(Stevens, 1960). This law states that the perceived strength of sensation, Ψ(I), is linearly related 
(log-log determined) to the intensity of physical stimuli, I, by means of a power function: Ψ(I) = 
kIn. ‘k’ is a constant dependant on the units of measurement used and ‘n’ is dependent on the 
type of stimulation (e.g. brightness, loudness, vibration). This discovery served to validate 
psychophysics as a useful scientific method that can be used to comprehend the human 
sensory experience.   
 Psychophysical studies involving RAPT use have investigated how tool and workstation 
properties affect operator exertion and task acceptability (Kihlberg et al., 1993; Lindqvist, 1993; 
Oh and Radwin, 1994; Kihlberg et al., 1995; Oh and Radwin, 1997; Oh and Radwin, 1998; Lin 
and McGorry, 2009). Modified Borg Scales were used to measure ratings of perceived exertion 
(RPE). To determine task acceptability, participants were asked if they would accept working a 
full work day based on the tool torque reaction force they experienced.  
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When right-angle power tools are used to fasten parts together, the operator must resist 
the torque reaction force (TRF) created by the tool. TRF is influenced by target torque 
magnitude, spindle speed, joint hardness of the fastener, torque build-up time and, the shut-off 
mechanism of the power tool (Oh and Radwin, 1998; Radwin et al., 2016). Some of these 
factors are interdependent, and a few have been used as markers to predict what operators 
may or may not find acceptable. For instance, faster spindle speeds reduce torque build-up time 
during the fastening process, while softer joints result in greater torque build-up time (Oh and 
Radwin, 1998; Forsman et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2007). Torque build-up time is regarded as an 
important factor for subjective discomfort; the longer the build-up time, the greater the operator’s 
duration of exertion, which impacts RPE (Oh and Radwin, 1994; Oh and Radwin, 1998). 
Another important factor for operator discomfort is target torque; it has been shown that as 
torque magnitude increases, RPE increases (Freivalds and Eklund, 1993; Oh and Radwin, 
1994; Oh and Radwin, 1998; Armstrong et al., 1999; Lin and McGorry, 2009). Thus, longer 
torque build-up times (i.e. low spindle speed, soft joints), greater torque magnitudes, and slow 
shut-off mechanisms result in greater operator RPE.   
Tool handle stability has been proposed as an indicator of operator discomfort such that, 
the greater the tool handle stability the lower the RPE (Kihlberg et al., 1993; Lindqvist, 1993; Oh 
and Radwin, 1994; Kihlberg et al., 1995; Oh and Radwin, 1997; Oh and Radwin, 1998; Lin and 
McGorry, 2009). Tool handle stability has been quantified through peak handle displacement 
(PHD) and peak handle velocity (PHV) during torque build-up. When an operator has sufficient 
strength to withstand the torque reaction force, the result is low handle displacement and 
velocity. If torque reaction forces exceed the operator’s capacity to produce a ‘breaking’ action, 
the individual’s arm is forcefully moved at a magnitude that causes increased PHD and PHV. 
This entire event has been identified to result in greater reported RPE. Kihlberg et al. (1993), 
Lindqvist (1993), Oh and Radwin (1994), Kihlberg et al. (1995), and Lin and McGorry (2009) 
have all found a relationship between increasing tool handle instability and higher RPE. 
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However, Kihlberg et al. (1993) instructed their participants to rate discomfort based on the jerk 
of the tool (i.e. tool handle instability), rather than allowing subjects to rate their overall 
discomfort based on the full fastening. Potentially, Kihlberg et al.’s (1993) instructions may be 
the reason as to why the authors found a strong correlation between tool handle stability 
measures and RPE, whereas Oh and Radwin (1994) only found a weak correlation 
(0.01>r2>0.10) between tool handle stability and RPE. In addition, Kihlberg et al. (1995) only 
permitted participants to complete two rundowns for each of the four experimental conditions, 
which may not be enough data from which to acquire conclusive results. Furthermore, Oh and 
Radwin (1998) did not find a strong relationship between tool handle stability measures and 
RPE. Although tool handle stability measures appear to affect RPE, there is a discrepancy in 
the literature. Therefore, tool handle stability measures may not be the most valid method for 
estimating the torque reaction forces, nor provide enough insight on operator discomfort. A 
potential issue with using handle stability measures is that it only considers a brief moment in 
time when hand displacement and velocity are greatest, which neglects the entire experience of 
operating a power tool. Rather than analysing components of the TRF, it may be more 
meaningful to analyse the entirety of the tightening process. This can be done by studying the 
effects of the tool torque-time curve, also referred to as the tool torque impulse. 
Torque reaction forces experienced by the operator are dependent on the tool torque 
impulse, therefore, it is not surprising that the literature reports a strong correlation between 
RPE and tool torque impulse, where RPE increases as impulse increases (Freivalds and 
Eklund, 1991; Freivalds and Eklund, 1993; Kihlberg et al., 1993; Oh and Radwin, 1994; Kihlberg 
et al., 1995). Tool torque impulse is directly influenced by the torque magnitude and duration of 
fastening (i.e. torque build-up, spindle speed, joint hardness, shut-off mechanism). As was 
previously stated, greater torque magnitude and torque build-up time have been shown to 
increase RPE, but the other factors influencing tool torque impulse have only been briefly 
discussed. Faster spindle speeds reduce torque build-up time, thus decreasing tool torque 
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impulse which may decrease operator discomfort (Lindqvist, 1993; Oh and Radwin, 1997). 
Furthermore, quicker torque build-up times cause the inertial effects of the tool to become large 
(Oh and Radwin, 1997). Consequently, the power tool absorbs more of the TRF resulting in less 
force transmitted to the operator. Joint characteristics also influence torque build-up time. Joints 
are classified based on the angular displacement required to fasten to completion. Hard joints 
require ≤90° of angular displacement, soft joints require >360° of angular displacement, and 
medium joints lie somewhere in between (Radwin et al., 2016). Since softer joints require more 
angular displacement than harder joints, they inherently increase torque build-up time, 
increasing tool torque impulse. This may result in an increase in operator RPE and a decrease 
in task acceptability. Lastly, shut-off mechanism influences tool torque impulse; when the tool is 
equipped with a fast shut-off the tool torque impulse decreases, and when it has a delayed shut-
off it increases impulse. Kihlberg et al. (1993) first reported that RAPTs that had a slow or 
delayed shut-off mechanism had significantly higher RPE than tools with a fast shut-off. This 
was further solidified the Kihlberg et al. (1995) study where four different RAPTs were used to 
determine operator discomfort. Two of the power tools used were essentially identical in terms 
of weight, tool length, spindle speed and target torque, but differed greatly in their shut-off 
mechanism. The tool with a fast shut-off resulted in a RPE of 2 from the 20-point scale used, 
while the tool with a delayed shut-off resulted in a RPE of 9.  
 The force impulse experienced by the hand-arm system provides a greater 
understanding into why operators rate power tools differently. However, the instrumentation 
available in earlier studies was limited, which may be the reason as to why researchers 
attempted to use indirect methods to estimate TRF rather than to measure it directly. 
Technological advancements have permitted researchers to directly measure these forces in 
more recent studies to investigate their effects on operator discomfort and task acceptability. Lin 
and McGorry (2009) equipped their power tools with an instrumented handle equipped with 
strain gauges that directly measured grip forces and reactive hand moment forces. This was the 
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first study to investigate the effects of grip force on discomfort and task acceptability during 
power tool use. The researchers discovered that normalized grip force prior to and during the 
torque build-up were significant factors for RPE and task acceptability for both pistol grip and 
right-angle power tools. The gripping force prior to the torque build-up was 86-95% of that 
recorded during torque build-up, suggesting that operators are bracing themselves for the 
fastener rundown. Armstrong et al. (1999) were the first to notice this through their estimation of 
grip force using electromyography. The grip force during torque build-up provides some insight 
into the forces exerted by the operator to maintain control of the power tool during joint 
fastening. This may explain why RPE increased and task acceptability decreased as normalized 
grip force increased (Lin and McGorry, 2009). Lin and McGorry (2009) also directly measured 
the reactive hand moment impulse and tool torque impulse. They found a relationship between 
impulse ratio, the ratio between reactive hand moment impulse to tool torque impulse, and 
operator discomfort, as well as, task acceptability. During RAPT use, the impulse ratio was well 
above one, meaning that hand moment impulse was greater than tool torque impulse. The 
relationship found was that as impulse ratio increased, RPE increased and task acceptability 
decreased. The authors suggest using the impulse ratio as a predictor of operator discomfort 
and task acceptability. In a previous study, Lin et al. (2007) noted that a soft joint resulted in 
greater grip effort and impulse ratio when compared to a hard joint. Furthermore, Dahalan and 
Fernandez (1993) reported that frequency is significantly reduced when gripping force and 
gripping duration is greater. This indicates that operator discomfort might be greater and task 
acceptability may be lower when fastening frequencies are higher, as well as, during the 
rundown of softer joints.  
 The aforementioned studies used the Borg Scale, or a modified version of it, to 
approximate what workers found acceptable when operating RAPTs. However, using subjective 
assessments makes it difficult to infer quantitative values for physical exposure limits. 
Fortunately, there is a psychophysical methodology that has proven to be successful in the field 
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of ergonomics which has been utilized to determine physical capability limits (PCLs) (Snook and 
Irvine, 1967; Snook and Irvine, 1968; Snook et al., 1970; Snook and Ciriello, 1974; Ciriello and 
Snook, 1978; Potvin et al., 2000; Ciriello et al., 2002; Nussbaum and Johnson, 2002; Cort et al., 
2006; Potvin et al., 2006; Andrews et al., 2008). Popularized by Snook, this method involves 
allowing the participant to control and adjust one experimental variable based on their 
perception of the physical exertion (Snook, 1978). Snook’s rationale for this approach utilizes 
Stevens’ power law to better understand the relationship between perceived muscular effort and 
force production (Snook, 1978). Snook and Irvine (1967) first applied this psychophysical 
method to determine individual’s maximum weight of lift. Participants were instructed to adjust 
the weight of the object until it represented their maximum weight of lift based on their perceived 
feelings of exertion, while the experimenters controlled for all the other variables. Training 
sessions took place before testing to allow participants to become acquainted with the 
equipment, working environment and the task. Subjects were instructed to work as hard as they 
could without becoming strained and without inducing unusual fatigue or feeling weak. This was 
managed by allowing participants to control the weight of the boxes by adding or subtracting 
loose lead shot or steel welding rod based on their perceived exertion during the lifts. Due to the 
success of this study, Snook continued to use this psychophysical approach for other manual 
material handling tasks (i.e. lowering, pulling, pushing, carrying) to determine PCLs (Snook and 
Irvine, 1968; Snook et al., 1970; Snook and Ciriello, 1974; Ciriello and Snook, 1978). From 
these studies, Snook concluded that when tasks are acceptable to less than 75% of the working 
population, the risk of low back injury increases threefold (Snook, 1978). As a result, Snook 
advised that manual material handling tasks accommodate 75% of the working population in 
order to diminish the risk of occupational injuries.  
 More recent studies have determined PCLs for UE tasks using the psychophysical 
approach mentioned above (Potvin et al., 2000; Ciriello et al., 2002; Nussbaum and Johnson, 
2002; Cort et al., 2006; Potvin et al., 2006; Andrews et al., 2008). Potvin et al. (2000) 
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established hand impact variables that workers found acceptable during automotive trim 
installation. Participants controlled the resistance setting which was supposed to mimic how 
much impact force had to be applied for the door trim panel to come together. The researchers 
discovered that force impulse had the greatest correlation with the resistance setting. The 
within-subject coefficient of variation (COV) ranged between 9-22%, and force impulse was the 
most reliable (COV = 9%). Ciriello et al. (2002) determined the maximum acceptable torques for 
screw driving and rotating hand grip tasks at different repetition rates, while controlling for UE 
postures. The participants were given control over the handle resistance which they could 
increase or decrease based on their perception of exertion. Nussbaum and Johnson (2002) 
determined maximal acceptable limits for single-digit exertions on the horizontal plane when 
using the index finger and thumb. Participants adjusted the force output under three different 
frequencies (3/min, 6/min, 9/min); the authors reported that force output stabilized across all 
frequencies and both digits after 5 minutes of testing. Cort et al. (2006) established maximal 
acceptable frequencies for fastener initiations for different wrist postures and fastener sizes. The 
participants adjusted the frequency of the task such that they worked at a steady pace that did 
not induce discomfort or fatigue. Cort et al. (2006) found that maximal acceptable frequencies 
decreased as wrist posture deviated from a neutral position and frequencies were higher for the 
larger fastener. Furthermore, the average within-subject COV for maximal acceptable frequency 
and efforts per minute were 7.5% and 4.1%, respectively. Potvin et al. (2006) determined 
maximal acceptable forces for electrical connector tasks during the implementation of different 
grip types, wrist postures and frequencies. Participants were willing to accept greater peak force 
and force impulse for oblique grasps, when compared to finger press and pulp pinch. 
Additionally, it was noted that as frequency increased, accepted peak force and force impulse 
decreased; wrist posture had no significant main effects. Within-subject COV was reported to 
range between 8% to 14.8% for both peak force and force impulse. Force impulse had lower 
COV and larger differences in this variable were observed between conditions, suggesting 
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subjects were more sensitive to force impulse than peak force. Andrews et al. (2008) 
established maximum acceptable forces for hose insertions for different UE postures and 
frequencies. Subjects controlled their isometric push efforts over a 750 ms period. Andrews et 
al. (2008) reported that frequency had no significant impact on force impulse, but increases in 
frequency resulted in decreases in peak force, whereas posture effected both peak force and 
force impulse. In addition, push efforts completed on the medial plane resulted in the lowest 
acceptable peak and impulse forces, while pulling back, pushing down, and pushing forward 
resulted in the greatest acceptable peak and impulse forces. Within-subject COV ranged 
between 5.6-11.2% for peak force and force impulse.  
As can be seen, psychophysics has proven to be a valuable methodology for 
determining human exposure limits in a variety of occupational tasks. Furthermore, the low 
within-subject variability demonstrates that psychophysics is a reliable research tool. However, 
a limitation of psychophysical research is that it relies heavily on participant subjectivity. For 
instance, for participants to produce reliable results they require training and errors can arise 
from extreme frequency conditions (Karwowksi and Yates, 1986). Conversely, a distinct 
advantage of using psychophysics is that it allows for realistic simulation of industrial work 
(Snook, 1985). Furthermore, when multiple biomechanical and physiological factors are present 
in a task, as is the case with RAPT operation, it is extremely challenging to quantify their 
individual permissible levels of exposure (Fischer and Dickerson, 2014). Psychophysics 
provides a solution to this obstacle by producing an integrated response using the human’s 
psychological, biomechanical, and physiological feedback.  
Currently, there is very little research that has used this psychophysical methodology for 
tools that cause torque impulsive forces. Kim and Fernandez (1993), Davis and Fernandez 
(1994), Marley and Fernandez (1995) focused on determining frequency limits for pistol grip 
drills based on force application and wrist posture. However, the tools in those studies were not 
connected to a power source; therefore, these frequency limits do not account for the vibration, 
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torque, and the impulsive forces that are experienced by operators in the workplace. Moore and 
Wells (2005) have been the only researchers to develop PCLs for power tool operation. 
Participants in this study controlled the torque magnitude of in-line power tools while 
investigators controlled for posture and duty-cycle. Subjects were asked to determine the 
highest torque they felt was acceptable based on their perception of effort, without developing 
pain nor discomfort. Moore and Wells (2005) found that as duty cycle increased, self-
determined target torque decreased. Moore and Wells (2005) did not report within-subject COV, 
thus it is unknown how tools that cause impulsive forces on the operator will affect within-
subject variability. However, based on the aforementioned psychophysical research, it is 
reasonable to predict that COV will be low. The current study will be the first to provide insight 
into this question, as well as the first to implement the psychophysical method to establish PCLs 
for DC RAPT operation; participants will control target torque magnitude, which they will be able 
to increase or decrease at 5 Nm intervals based on their perception of each exertion. 
2.4  ELECTROMYOGRAPHY 
Electromyography is the recording of muscular electrical activity, specifically the motor unit 
action potentials (MUAPs), using indwelling or surface electrodes which is theorized to provide 
an indirect means of estimating muscle force (De Luca, 1997; Criswell, 2011). A brief 
background on the mechanism behind voluntary muscular contractions is required to 
understand why EMG has been proposed as a valid tool for estimating muscle force. Voluntary 
muscular contractions initiate in the motor cortex, descend down the spinal cord as electrical 
activity to the ventral horn where the signal is then transferred to the peripheral nervous system 
(Criswell, 2011). From this site, alpha motor neurons deliver the signal to the extrafusal muscle 
fibres they innervate via an electrochemical signal. An alpha motor neuron and the muscle 
fibres they innervate is called a motor unit (MU). The MU innervation site (i.e. neuromuscular 
junction) is where the electrical signal is transformed into a chemical signal. At this site, the 
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neurotransmitter acetylcholine (ACh) is released from the presynaptic terminal into the synaptic 
cleft, where ACh attaches to the nicotinic ACh receptors on the postsynaptic terminal (i.e. motor 
endplate). This causes the ligand-gated channels to open, resulting in the depolarization of the 
sarcolemma as sodium rushes into the muscle cell and potassium leaves the cell. The electrical 
signal propagates away from this site (i.e. innervation zone) across the sarcolemma; these 
electrical signals are MUAPs, which electrodes can detect and record. MUAPs stimulate the 
sarcoplasmic reticulum, which releases calcium into the cytoplasm where it binds to Troponin C. 
This binding causes a conformational change in tropomyosin as it ‘moves’ to expose the actin 
binding sites, allowing actin-myosin interaction. At this point, muscular contraction occurs 
throughout the muscle fibres via cross-bridge cycling. As was stated earlier, it is theorized that 
the recording of MUAPs through EMG provide insight into muscular tension, since muscle force 
is believed to be modulated by MU recruitment and firing rate (De Luca, 1997; Disselhorst-Klug, 
2009; Staudenman et al., 2010; Criswell, 2011).  
The relationship between sEMG and muscle force has been studied in various UE 
muscles; strong linear and curvilinear EMG-force relationships have been reported under 
isometric contractions (Lawrence and De Luca, 1983; Jensen et al., 1993). However, the EMG-
force relationship becomes more complex under dynamic contractions as muscle force output is 
affected by the type of contraction (i.e. isometric, concentric, eccentric), contraction velocity, and 
muscle length (De Luca, 1997; Disselhorst-Klug, 2009; Staudenman et al., 2010; Criswell, 
2011). Since RAPT operation requires dynamic contractions from various muscles working 
together to counteract the TRF, estimating muscle force from sEMG becomes a daunting task. 
Due to this, power tool studies that have incorporated sEMG have opted to use sEMG to 
measure muscular effort rather than muscle force, as will be discussed in the following 
subsection.    
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2.4.1 EMG and Power Tools 
Several researchers have investigated the muscle activity resulting from power tool operation, 
specifically, the effects of torque build-up time, torque magnitude, joint hardness, and joint 
orientation (Radwin et al., 1989; Oh and Radwin, 1997; Oh and Radwin, 1998; Armstrong et al., 
1999; Forsman et al., 2002). Even prior to the trigger being pressed to initiate fastener rundown, 
elevated muscle activity has been observed (Oh and Radwin, 1997; Armstrong et al., 1999). Oh 
and Radwin (1997) collected EMG from the finger flexors, biceps, and triceps during RAPT 
operation and noted that electrical activity in all three muscles was elevated prior to fastener 
run-down initiation. A similar observation was noted during the operation of in-line power tools 
(Armstrong et al., 1999). Armstrong et al. (1999) collected EMG from the flexor and extensor 
carpi radialis muscles and discovered that average EMG (aEMG) was elevated in both muscles 
prior to the trigger being pressed. Furthermore, Armstrong et al. (1999) reported that fast build-
up times (i.e. hard joint) and higher torque magnitudes increased aEMG in the forearm muscles 
prior to fastener run-down. The increase in agonist and antagonist muscle activity prior to torque 
build-up has been hypothesized to be a bracing strategy in anticipation to the torque reaction 
forces (Oh and Radwin, 1997; Armstrong et al., 1999). Increasing grip force results in better 
coupling between the hand and the tool, and the co-contractions stiffen and stabilize the joints 
of the UE, which would then reduce the amount of tool handle displacement (Lin and McGorry, 
2009). However, it must be noted that a tool balancer was not used in these studies, therefore 
some of the recorded muscular activity may be the result of holding the weight of the tool. 
Despite the bracing period mentioned above, a latency period has been observed 
between the onset of torque build-up and EMG burst (Radwin, 1989; Oh and Radwin, 1997; Oh 
and Radwin, 1998; Armstrong et al., 1999; Forsman et al., 2002). This indicates that despite the 
anticipatory bracing to counteract the TRF, individuals cannot accurately predict the timing of 
this event. Thus, they must react to the forces exerted on the hand-arm system during fastener 
run-down, which results in the latency period. The length of the torque build-up time affects this 
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muscular delay, such that fast torque build-up times (i.e. hard joints) results in shorter latency 
periods than slow torque build-up times (i.e. soft joints) (Radwin et al., 1989; Oh and Radwin, 
1997; Oh and Radwin, 1998; Armstrong et al., 1999; Forsman et al., 2002). Oh and Radwin 
(1998) provide strong evidence for this relationship; the latency period increased as torque 
build-up time increased from 35 to 900 ms in the biceps, triceps, and finger flexors (Figure 1). 
Fast build-up times cause greater handle velocities in a shorter period, and therefore require a 
faster muscular response to counteract the TRF and maintain hand-tool coupling. The initial 
EMG bursts observed during fast build-up times occur too quickly to be the result of a voluntary 
response since the latency period is less than 100 ms (Gielen et al., 1988). It has been 
hypothesized that fast build-up times result in the recruitment of the stretch reflex, which 
provides the initial muscular response to counteract muscle stretching from the TRF (Radwin et 
al., 1989; Oh and Radwin, 1997; Armstrong et al., 1999). For slow build-up times, the stretch 
reflex plays little to no role in providing a muscular response as there is more time for a 
voluntary contraction to take place before target torque is reached (Armstrong et al., 1999). In 
Figure 1. The onset time for EMG burst as a result of increasing torque build-up times in the 
finger flexors, biceps, and triceps (Oh and Radwin, 1998). 
 
Figure 1. A digital postural representation when the test joint is oriented vertically (left) and horizontally (right) on the 
work station. The location of the test joint bolt, represented by the green sphere, will be 53 cm in front and 35 cm to 
the left relative to the participants’ midline, and 103 cm vertically relative to the floor.Figure 2. The onset time 
for EMG burst as a result of increasing torque build-up times in the finger flexors, biceps, and 
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addition to recruiting the stretch reflex, fast build-up times result in substantially greater peak 
EMG (pEMG) than slow build-up times (Armstrong et al., 1994; Oh and Radwin, 1997; 
Armstrong et al., 1999). However, slow build-up times result in greater integrated (iEMG), 
meaning prolonged muscle tension production is required in order to counteract the TRF 
(Radwin et al., 1989; Oh and Radwin, 1997; Oh and Radwin, 1998; Armstrong et al., 1999). Due 
to these findings, a discrepancy in the literature exists regarding recommendations for torque 
build-up times. Radwin et al. (1989), Armstrong et al. (1994), and Forsman et al. (2002) suggest 
that the constant recruitment of the stretch reflex for muscle force production may be harmful, 
and high forceful contractions (i.e. large pEMG) should be avoided. Thus, the use of slow build-
up times over fast build-up times is recommended in order to reduce forceful contractions, as 
well as diminishing the use of the stretch reflex. On the other hand, fast build-up times result in 
lower muscle activation (i.e. iEMG). This would delay the onset of fatigue, which would be 
increased by prolonged muscle tension caused by slow build-up times (Oh and Radwin, 1998; 
Armstrong et al., 1999). In the present study, participants will control torque magnitude, thus we 
will be able to report if individuals are willing to work at higher torques when fastening hard 
joints (i.e. fast build-up time) or soft joints (i.e. slow build-up time) when all other variables – joint 
orientation, fastening frequency, and fastening strategy – are the same. This data, will provide 
further insight into the relationship between torque build-up time and EMG.  
 Greater target torque magnitude has been shown to increase EMG (Radwin et al., 1989; 
Oh and Radwin, 1998; Armstrong et al., 1999). Radwin et al. (1989) found that regardless of 
RAPT torque build-up time, the pEMG and iEMG in forearm flexors increased with greater 
torque magnitude. Armstrong et al. (1999) reported similar findings; pEMG and iEMG in the 
forearm extensors and flexors increased with incrementing torque magnitude when operating in-
line power tools. Furthermore, Oh and Radwin (1998) found that aEMG increased with greater 
torque magnitudes regardless of joint orientation (horizontal versus vertical). Additionally, 
researchers have investigated the relationship between joint orientation and muscle activity and 
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have reported that iEMG is greater for soft than for hard joints, regardless of joint orientation 
(Oh and Radwin 1997; Oh and Radwin, 1998). Oh and Radwin (1997) found that muscular 
activity was lower when the joint was vertical and close to the operator (10 cm), and when the 
joint was horizontal and far from the operator (35 cm). In the present study, workstation 
parameters will be fixed, and horizontal distance of the joint to the operator will be 53 cm. Based 
on the findings by Oh and Radwin (1997), greater muscular effort when the joint is on the 
vertical plane is expected; thus, it is predicted that participants will choose lower torque 
magnitudes when the joint is vertical versus when it is horizontal. 
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Chapter 3 
METHODS 
This chapter will describe in detail the methodology that was used in this study. A detailed 
description of the study design, participants, instrumentation, data acquisition, and data analysis 
are presented. 
 Before individuals were permitted to participate in the study, they were screened for 
musculoskeletal injuries and work experience (Appendix B). Once cleared, they were as asked 
to read and sign a written consent form (Appendix A). Participants were given monetary 
compensation for their participation at a rate of $15/hour. This study was reviewed and 
approved by the University of Windsor Research Ethics Board (Appendix A). 
3.1  STUDY DESIGN 
Participants fastened simulated joints using a DC RAPT to resemble the conditions present in 
numerous automobile assembly tasks that require the use of these power tools. They were 
instructed to choose the highest target torque magnitude they could handle that did not induce 
undue strain, fatigue, or weakness as though this task was their full-time job. Participants were 
able to modify the target torque at 5 Nm intervals and were encouraged to make as many 
adjustments as they felt were necessary. The postures adopted by participants varied 
depending on their anthropometry since the location of the fastener was fixed: 53 cm 
horizontally and 35 cm laterally relative to the participants’ midline, and 103 cm vertically from 
the ground (Figure 2). This workstation parameter was derived from workstation measurements 
collected in automotive assembly that involved the use of DC RAPTs.  
The study consisted of four independent variables (IVs): 1) Joint Hardness, 2) Fastening 
Strategy, 3) Joint Orientation, and 4) Fastening Frequency. The following are descriptions of 
each IV:  
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 1) Joint Hardness: Two different test joint hardness were used; i) hard and ii) soft. Joint 
hardness is defined based on the angular displacement required to fully fasten the joint to a set 
target torque magnitude. A hard joint (HJ) requires that the target torque is completed with an 
angular displacement no greater than 90° of bolt rotation within the joint. A soft joint (SJ) 
requires that the target torque completed with an angular displacement no less than 360° (with 
no greater than 720°) of bolt rotation within the joint. The ranges are based on the joint 
classification system set at the GMPT/Atlas Copco Fastening Seminar in 1998 (Radwin et 
al., 2016). The seminar defined a HJ as metal being fastened to metal, and a SJ as any 
joint that involves washers or rubber. The angular displacement parameters set for each 
joint hardness can be viewed in Figure 3.     
Figure 2. A digital postural representation when the test joint is oriented vertically (left) and 
horizontally (right) on the work station. The location of the test joint bolt, represented by the 
green sphere, will be 53 cm in front and 35 cm to the left relative to the participants’ midline, and 
103 cm vertically relative to the floor. 
 
 
 
Figure 24. Joint classification system based on the bolt angular displacement (outer numbers) 
when target torque is reached. The inner chart represents the industry classification system, 
while the outer chart shows the modified classification system for research purposes (Radwin et 
al., 2016).Figure 25. A digital postural representation when the test joint is oriented vertically 
(left) and horizontally (right) on the work station. The location of the test joint bolt, represented 
by the green sphere, will be 53 cm in front and 35 cm to the left relative to the participants’ 
midline, and 103 cm vertically relative to the floor. 
 
 
 
Figure 26. Joint classification system based on the bolt angular displacement (outer numbers) 
when target torque is reached. The inner chart represents the industry classification system, 
while the outer chart shows the modified classification system for research purposes (Radwin et 
al., 2016). 
 
Table 2. Physical and functional properties of the right-angle power tools that will be used in this 
investigation.Figure 27. Joint classification system based on the bolt angular displacement 
(outer numbers) when target torque is reached. The inner chart represents the industry 
classification system, while the outer chart shows the modified classification system for research 
purposes (Radwin et al., 2016).Figure 28. A digital postural representation when the test joint is 
oriented vertically (left) and horizontally (right) on the work station. The location of the test joint 
bolt, represented by the green sphere, will be 53 cm in front and 35 cm to the left relative to the 
Z	=
X	=
Y	=
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 2) Fastening Strategy: The fastening strategy of DC power tools are computer controlled; 
user settings allow for the control of spindle speed, torque build-up time, and shut-off 
mechanism. For this study, three RAPT profiles which differ in how the tool operates during the 
fastening process were used: i) Stanley Assembly Technologies’ Automatic Tightening Control 
(ATC), ii) Atlas Copco’s Quickstep (QS), and iii) Atlas Copco’s Turbo Tight (TT). The ATC 
fastening strategy instructs the motor to gradually decrease in speed (i.e. revolutions per 
minute) as the target torque is being reached, which has been shown to have an ergonomic 
benefit under certain conditions (Johnson et al., 2008). The QS fastening strategy behaves very 
similarly to that of the ATC, however, they differ in how the motor speed ramps down during the 
tightening phase. QS reduces motor speed in a stepwise manner, whereas ATC reduces 
spindle speed in a gradual manner. The stepwise shut-off reduces spindle speed at an almost 
instantaneous rate until a lower target speed is reached, then does this again until a lower target 
spindle speed is reached. When target torque is achieved, the spindle speed decreases at a 
rapid rate until the spindle no longer spins; the tightening profile resembles a staircase pattern. 
Figure 3. Joint classification system based on the bolt angular displacement (outer numbers) 
when target torque is reached. The inner chart represents the industry classification system, 
while the outer chart shows the modified classification system for research purposes (Radwin et 
al., 2016). 
 
Table 7. Physical and functional properties of the right-angle power tools that will be used in this 
investigation.Figure 41. Joint classification system based on the bolt angular displacement 
(outer numbers) when target torque is reached. The inner chart represents the industry 
classification system, while the outer chart shows the modified classification system for research 
purposes (Radwin et al., 2016). 
 
Table 8. Physical and functional properties of the right-angle power tools that will be used in this 
investigation.Figure 42. Joint classification system based on the bolt angular displacement 
(outer numbers) when target torque is reached. The inner chart represents the industry 
classification system, while the outer chart sho s the modified classification system for research 
purposes (Radwin et al., 2016). 
 
Table 9. Physical and functional properties of the right-angle power tools that will be used in this 
investigation.Figure 43. Joint classification system based on th  bolt angular displacement 
(outer numbers) when target torque is reached. The inner chart represents the industry 
classification system, while the outer char  shows the modified las if cation system for research 
purposes (Radwin et al., 2016). 
 
Table 1. Physical and functional properties of the right-angle power tools that will be used in this 
investigation. 
 
Figure 44. A diagram depicting the independent variable combinations that make up all 36 experimental conditions. 
Participants will be evenly distributed into one of four test joint orientation-hardness groups. Each participant will 
complete the 9 conditions in each group.Table 10. Physical and functional properties of the right-angle 
power tools that will be used in this investigation. 
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The ATC fastening strategy instructs the spindle speed to decrease at a nearly constant rate 
until target torque is reached, at which point the spindle speed shuts off at a rapid rate. The TT 
fastening strategy approaches shut-off in a very different manner. TT is designed to run the 
RAPT at its maximum speed during the tightening phase (max spindle speed is specific to each 
tool; refer to Table 1), and then decreases spindle speed almost instantaneously when target 
torque is reached. This approach is theorized to decreased hand reaction moments (Oh and 
Radwin, 1997). One rationale being that fast spindle speeds will result in a smaller tool-torque 
impulse, thus the forces transmitted to the operator will be lower. Furthermore, faster spindle  
speeds cause the inertial effects of the tool to become larger, meaning a greater amount of the 
TRF is absorbed by the tool and thus, less is transmitted to the operator (Oh and Radwin, 
1997). Since these fastening strategies are the intellectual property of the respective 
manufacturers, we cannot disclose pivotal details of their function. 
 3) Joint Orientation: There are two joint orientations at which the fastening occurred: i) 
vertical plane (VP), and ii) horizontal plane (HP). These orientations were selected to emulate 
the workstation set-up typically desired during the design of automotive assembly tasks. Refer 
to Figure 2 for postural representations of RAPT operation for both joint orientations.  
Tool 
Weight 
(kg) 
Length 
(mm) 
Maximum 
Speed (rpm) 
Torque 
Range (Nm) 
Fastening 
Strategy 
Atlas Copco 
1.5 454 1090 10-40 
 
ETV STR61-40-10 TT 
Atlas Copco 
2 466 475 >40-80 
or 
ETV STR61-70-13 QS 
Atlas Copco 
2.5 502 350 >80-100 
 
ETV STR61-100-13  
Stanley EB33LA19-40 1.9 458 1025 10-40 
ATC 
Stanley EB34LA22A-80 2.7 530 510 >40-80 
Table 1. Physical and functional properties of the right-angle power tools that will be used in this 
investigation. 
 
Figure 50. A diagram depicting the independent variable combinations that make up all 36 experimental conditions. 
Participants will be evenly distributed into one of four test joint orientation-hardness groups. Each participant will 
complete the 9 conditions in each group.Table 16. Physical and functional properties of the right-angle 
power tools that will be used in this investigation. 
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 4) Fastening Frequency: The fastening task was completed using commonly adopted 
frequencies in RAPT use in auto-assembly: i) 1/minute, ii) 3/minute, and iii) 5/minute.  
 The four IVs result in a total of 36 conditions (2 joint orientations x 2 joint hardness x 3 
fastening strategies x 3 fastening frequencies). Each participant was assigned into one of four 
joint orientation-hardness groups: hard joint in the horizontal plane (HP-HJ), soft joint in the 
horizontal plane (HP-SJ), hard joint in the vertical plane (VP-HJ), and soft joint in the vertical 
plane (VP-SJ). Participants were evenly distributed into the four joint orientation-hardness 
groups with the use of a minimization technique to reduce the effect size of the between group 
mean differences based on anthropometric characteristics (refer to subsection 3.2 for more 
details). Within each group, all participants completed a total of 9 conditions; three fastening 
strategies by the three fastening frequency combinations (ATC 1/min, ATC 3/min, ATC 5/min, 
QS 1/min, QS 3/min, QS 5/min, TT 1/min, TT 3/min, TT 5/min). For further clarification, please 
refer to Figure 4 which provides a summary of the study design.  
Figure 4. A diagram depicting the independent variable combinations that make up all 36 
experimental conditions. Participants will be evenly distributed into one of four test joint 
orientation-hardness groups. Each participant will complete the 9 conditions in each group. 
 
 
Table 27. Participant anthropometric measures and grip strength organized by experimental 
and age groups. Mean and standard deviation are presented.Figure 61. A diagram depicting 
the independent variable combinations that make up all 36 experimental conditions. Participants 
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 As was previously stated, participants went through a screening process prior to 
participation. One study inclusion required that participants have no UE injuries, as was stated 
in the advertisements used for recruitment. The Nordic Questionnaire devised by Kuorinka et al. 
(1987) was used as the screening tool (Appendix B). Another inclusion criteria required that 
participants have no prior power tool or assembly line experience; this was done to eliminate 
any psychosocial biases towards manufacturing assembly.   
 Since participants had no prior RAPT experience, and based on the requirements of the 
psychophysical methodology, each participant was trained in each of the 9 fastening strategy x 
fastening frequency conditions prior to moving on to the testing protocol (Snook and Irvine, 
1967; Karwowksi and Yates, 1986). Potvin et al. (2000) noted that skill difference between 
experienced and unexperienced individuals can be significantly reduced when unexperienced 
individuals go through a training protocol. Thus, it can be pointed out that a clear limitation of the 
psychophysical methodology is time; participants require a certain amount of exposure to the 
task at hand before the results that they produce can be considered reliable. To address this 
issue, data was collected from a subset of 8 participants (two per experimental group) who 
completed the proposed hour of training and testing per experimental condition. Following a 
statistical analysis, if the data indicated that the collection time could be reduced, we would 
decrease the hour of training and testing per condition to 45 minutes for the remaining 
participant cohort. If we found that there were statistically significant differences between the 
four 15-minute time periods, then we would continue collecting data based on the original 1-
hour methodology. In either case, to satisfy the psychophysical methodology, each participant 
was set to complete each experimental condition during training, presented in a randomized 
order prior to moving on to the testing sessions. Following all training, participants completed 
these conditions again in a randomized order during the testing sessions. A 10 to 15-minute rest 
period was provided after the completion of each training and testing condition. Participants 
were not permitted to participate for more than six consecutive hours in one day and were not 
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scheduled on consecutive days. This allowed for a period of rest and ensured that the effects of 
previous sessions were not carried forward. Participants were required to complete the study 
within a 21-day period from their first training session (Cort et al., 2006). This time range was 
set to make sure the effects of training were not lost. 
 Following the completion of each experimental condition, during both training and 
testing, participants were asked to provide a rating of discomfort for nine upper body regions 
using a modified CR-10 Borg scale (Borg, 1990). The subjective rating scale ranged from 0 to 
10, where 0 was no discomfort at all and 10 represented maximal discomfort (Appendix B). 
Furthermore, the modified Borg scale had verbal anchors such that there was a congruence 
between the numbers and verbal anchors (Borg and Borg, 2002). This was done to give 
meaning to the numbers which aided the participant in rating their perceived discomfort. If 
participants reported a rating of 5 (intense) or greater for any region of the body, they were 
reminded that the work they were performing should not result in undue strain, fatigue, or 
weakness. 
3.2  PARTICIPANTS 
The study consisted of 40 healthy female participants within the age range of 18-60 years 
(Table 2). Only females were recruited for this study as most automotive assembly operations 
accommodate for the physical capacity of 75% of the female population. This approach is 
employed because on average, from a statistical standpoint, females have lower strength 
capabilities than men. Thus, by accommodating for 75% of the female population, this accounts 
for 99% of the male population (Snook, 1978). The ergonomics community has recommended 
this approach as it is the best trade-off between economics and ergonomics; any additional 
increase in population inclusion becomes substantially more expensive with little added benefit 
to the safety of the worker.  
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 The Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire was used to screen all participants for UE 
injuries, in addition to screening for prior experience with power tool operation within automotive 
assembly (Appendix B). Study inclusion required that participants had no current nor chronic UE 
injuries nor power tool experience in the automotive sector. Participant height, weight, age, and 
grip strength were collected, and can be viewed in Table 2. 
During recruitment, participants were allocated into one of the four joint orientation-
hardness groups based on these four characteristics (i.e. height, weight, age, grip strength) 
using a minimization technique that calculated the effect size of the standardized differences 
between characteristic group means using Cohen’s d (Cohen, 1988; Hopkins, 2010). Cohen 
(1988) assigned a verbal anchor to the effect size, where a d index value <0.2 is a trivial effect 
      Mean Standard Deviation 
Exp. 
Group 
Age 
Group 
N 
Height 
(m) 
Body 
Mass 
(kg) 
Age 
(yrs) 
Grip Strength 
(N) 
Height 
(m) 
Body 
Mass 
(kg) 
Age 
(yrs) 
Grip Strength 
(N) 
HP-HJ 
18-29 4 1.66 60.6 23.3 272.6 0.05 10.9 0.5 47.4 
30-44 3 1.68 82.1 37.0 267.9 0.03 10.9 6.2 51.0 
45-60 3 1.65 78.9 53.7 228.9 0.06 12.7 6.1 10.5 
Group 
Total 
10 1.66 72.6 36.5 258.1 0.04 14.5 13.9 42.0 
HP-SJ 
18-29 4 1.66 62.8 23.3 235.0 0.04 8.8 1.7 46.4 
30-44 4 1.66 74.2 35.5 280.0 0.05 21.5 6.5 35.6 
45-60 2 1.64 83.9 53.0 224.9 0.06 13.2 2.8 9.5 
Group 
Total 
10 1.66 71.5 34.1 251.0 0.04 16.4 12.2 42.3 
VP-HJ 
18-29 4 1.65 73.7 24.5 252.2 0.04 17.6 3.3 66.4 
30-44 3 1.67 58.2 33.7 291.5 0.09 6.0 6.4 27.6 
45-60 3 1.66 73.8 53.3 248.1 0.06 15.9 5.5 41.8 
Group 
Total 
10 1.66 69.1 35.9 262.8 0.06 15.0 13.4 49.2 
VP-SJ 
18-29 4 1.66 66.3 24.0 271.6 0.04 5.7 2.2 38.5 
30-44 3 1.66 65.6 39.0 237.2 0.04 8.9 4.0 48.5 
45-60 3 1.61 87.0 50.7 229.8 0.08 50.1 3.1 52.4 
Group 
Total 
10 1.64 72.3 36.5 248.7 0.05 26.2 12.1 45.0 
Table 2. Participant anthropometric measures and grip strength organized by experimental and 
age groups. Mean and standard deviation are presented. 
 
Figure 71. The right-angle power tools that will be used in the study (left to right): Stanley 
EB34LA22A-80 (A), Stanley EB33LA19-40 (B), Atlas Copco ETV STR61-100-13 (C), Atlas 
Copco ETV STR61-70-13 (D), Atlas Copco ETV STR61-40-10 (E).Table 35. Participant 
anthropometric measures and grip strength organized by experimental and age groups. Mean 
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size, 0.2 to <0.5 a small effect size, 0.5 to <0.8 a medium effect size, and >0.8 a large effect 
size. Assigning participants to a group using a minimization method has been shown to reduce 
the probability of severe imbalances in group characteristic differences in comparison to using 
randomization (Taves, 1974; Pocock and Simon, 1975). Minimization is typically used in clinical 
control trials for this purpose, and although the present study was not a clinical control trial, the 
aim was similar: to have small differences between characteristic group means so that between 
group analyses could be conducted. 
3.3  INSTRUMENTATION 
3.3.1 Right Angle Power Tools and Instrumented Handle 
DC RAPTs from two different manufacturers were used in the present study (Figure 5): 1) Atlas 
Copco ETV STR61-40-10 for target torques between 10 Nm and 40 Nm, 2) Atlas Copco ETV 
STR61-70-13 for target torques between >40 Nm and 80 Nm 3) Atlas Copco ETV STR61-100-
13 for target torques between >80 Nm and 100 Nm, 4) Stanley EB33LA19-40 for target torques 
between 10 Nm and 40 Nm, and 5) Stanley EB34LA22A-80 for target torques between >40 Nm 
Figure 5. The right-angle power tools that will be used in the study (left to right): Stanley 
EB34LA22A-80 (A), Stanley EB33LA19-40 (B), Atlas Copco ETV STR61-100-13 (C), Atlas 
Copco ETV STR61-70-13 (D), Atlas Copco ETV STR61-40-10 (E).  
 
Figure 89. Handle force tool interface with a right-angle power tool. Torque reaction forces at the hand will be 
measured in three orthogonal axes during RAPT operation.Figure 90. The right-angle power tools that will 
be used in the study (left to right): Stanley EB34LA22A-80 (A), Stanley EB33LA19-40 (B), Atlas 
Copco ETV STR61-100-13 (C), Atlas Copco ETV STR61-70-13 (D), Atlas Copco ETV STR61-
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and 80 Nm. Refer to Table 1 for tool descriptions. When comparing the two different 
manufacturer tools with similar torque ranges, it can be noted that they are similar in dimension 
and weight. However, they differ in how they perform based on their fastening strategy. 
Stanley’s Automatic Tightening Control strategy and Atlas Copco’s Turbo Tight and Quickstep 
strategies were used in the present study. Each RAPT was connected to their respective 
manufacturer computer controllers which provide the power and fastening strategy control: 1) 
Atlas Copco PF6000 and 2) Stanley 21A114400/QB4101-XXV. A RAPT handle force tool 
(RAPT-HFT) was rigidly affixed to the RAPT and was instrumented with a three-dimensional 
(3D) linear force transducer, grip force transducer, and a built-in trigger (Figure 6). The RAPT-
HFT was designed to communicate with each of the computer controllers allowing for the 
RAPT-HFT to trigger the tool to start and stop, while also measuring and collecting applied 
forces experienced by the hand-arm system during RAPT operation in real time. The handle 
diameter of the RAPT-HFT was 120 mm, only differing by 5 mm from the five RAPTs which all 
had a 115 mm diameter. With the use of a tool balancer, the weight of the RAPT and RAPT-
Figure 6. Handle force tool interface with a right-angle power tool. Torque reaction forces at the 
hand will be measured in three orthogonal axes during RAPT operation. 
 
 
Figure 113. Simulated joint attached to the height adjustable stand positioned in the horizontal 
plane (A) and the vertical plane (B).Figure 114. Handle force tool interface with a right-angle 
power tool. Torque reaction forces at the hand will be measured in three orthogonal axes during 
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HFT was negated. The additional mass of the RAPT-HFT may have affected the inertial 
properties of the RAPTs in the torque reaction axis (Lin et al., 2007).  
3.3.2 Simulated Joints 
Atlas Copco provided the simulated joint blueprints that were used in this study, which are 
designed to mimic joint fastenings in the manufacturing processes. These simulated joints can 
achieve multiple angular displacements (i.e. joint hardness) and have demonstrated high 
repeatability. For consistency purposes, the target angle on the hard joint was set to 60° with an 
error range of ±10°, and 450° with an error range of ±25° for the soft joint. The simulated joints 
were affixed to a height adjustable fixture which permitted the joints to be positioned for RAPT 
operation in the horizontal and vertical planes (Figure 7).  
Figure 7. Simulated joint attached to the height adjustable stand positioned in the horizontal 
plane (A) and the vertical plane (B). 
 
 
Figure 137. Front and top view of the electromyography system and set-up.Figure 138. 
Simulated joint attached to the height adjustable stand positioned in the horizontal plane (A) and 
the vertical plane (B). 
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3.3.3 Electromyography 
The electromyography of seven upper extremity muscles on the right side was collected: 
pectoralis major (PEC), anterior deltoid (DELT), upper trapezius (TRAP), biceps brachii (BB), 
triceps brachii (TRI), flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU), and extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU). During all 
training and testing sessions, a bipolar electrode system was used to collect sEMG; the ground 
electrode was placed on the body of the sternum. The electrodes were placed on the centre of 
each muscle belly, parallel to the muscle fibres in their respective line of action (De Luca, 1993). 
Refer to Figure 8 for electrode placement. Three maximum voluntary efforts (MVEs) were 
recorded for each of the seven muscles which were used to normalize the sEMG data collected 
during both training and testing sessions into relative muscle effort. Each MVE consisted of an 
isometric contraction that was held for 3 seconds. For the PEC MVE, participants were 
instructed to take a modified push-up position (i.e. knees on the ground, with slight knee flexion) 
and told to go down to 90° of elbow flexion. At this point, the investigator placed their palms on 
the participant’s upper back and instructed them to push up as hard as they could; the 
investigator provided resistance in order to ensure that the PEC MVE was an isometric 
contraction. For the TRI MVE, particpants were asked to bend their elbow to ~115° while 
Figure 8. Front and top view of the electromyography system and set-up. 
 
 
Figure 159. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
strategy on chosen target torque (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 160. 
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maintaining a neutral forearm posture, and to make a fist. The investigator then placed both 
hands under the closed fist of the participant and instructed them to try and extend their elbow 
as hard as they could; the investigator maintained the hands in the same height location to 
ensure the contraction was isometric. For the remianing five UE muscles, a rope was used for 
the MVE protocol to provide resistance where participants held one end while the investigator 
held the other. The investigator ensured that the rope length remained the same throughout 
each MVE so that the contraction was always isometric. For the DELT MVE, participants were 
asked to raise their right arm in front of them, with a slight bend in the elbow, and the forearm 
rotated in the “thumbs-up” position (i.e. neutral forearm posture). Participants were then 
instructed to pull in the upwards direction as hard as they could. For the TRAP MVE, 
participants were instructed to abduct their arm approximately 45° while maintaining a slight 
elbow bend and a neutral forearm posture. Participants were then told to raise their shoulders 
as hard as they could towards their ears. For the BB MVE, participants were told to supinate 
their forearm and bend their elbow to 90°. They were then instructed to try and bring their fist 
towards their shoulder as hard as they could. For the FCU MVE, participants were instructed to 
supinate their forearm, bend their elbow to 90°, and have slight wrist flexion. They were then 
told to try and flex their fist towards their forearm as hard as they could. For the ECU MVE, 
participants were instructed to pronate their forearm, bend their elbow to 90°, and have slight 
wrist extension. Participants were then told to try and extend their knuckles towards their 
forearm as hard as they could. 
3.4  EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL  
Prior to beginning the first training session, participants were given a thorough explanation of 
the purpose of the study, the instrumentation, and the set-up. Furthermore, participants had the 
opportunity to interact and familiarize themselves with the instrumentation after written consent 
was provided.  
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3.4.1 Training Sessions 
Participants were assigned and evenly distributed into one of four joint orientation-hardness 
groups using a minimization technique, each group contained 9 experimental conditions which 
were presented in random order. A group of 8 participants completed 9 hours of training, 1 hour 
per experimental condition, followed by a 10 to 15-minute break. The data from this participant 
group was used to determine if the collection time could be reduced as previously discussed. 
The statistical analyses provided justification to reduce the training collection time from four 15-
minute periods to three 15-minute periods per experimental condition (refer to the Results 
section for further details). Thus, the remaining participants completed 6.75 hours of training, 45 
minutes per experimental condition, followed by a 10 to 15-minute break between experimental 
conditions. Training sessions did not exceed 6 hours on a given day and participants were not 
permitted to participate on consecutive days.  
At the beginning of each training session, participants gave their written consent to 
participate. The skin locations where electrodes were to be placed were then cleaned using 
isopropyl rubbing alcohol. Each electrode was situated between the myotendinal junctions and 
innervation zones of each respective muscle, as well as positioned on its line of action (De 
Luca, 1993). Three isometric MVEs for each of the seven muscles were then collected. The 
contractions were held for a 3 second period and a 15 to 30 second break was provided 
between MVEs. Once all 21 MVEs (7 muscles x 3 MVEs) were collected, three grip force MVEs 
were conducted where participants were asked to maximally squeeze the RAPT-HFT with their 
right hand; each grip MVE was held for 3 seconds with a 30 second break provided between 
contractions. This was done three times, with a 30 second break provided between each grip 
force MVE. Following this, a 1.5 to 3-minute period of rest was provided to record sEMG under 
resting conditions. 
 Participants were asked to read the Subject Instructions sheet; these instructions are 
adapted from previous psychophysical studies and can be viewed in Appendix B (Snook, 1978; 
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Ciriello et al., 2002; Cort et al., 2006). Participants were then directed to the workstation and 
guided where to stand so that they were 53 cm away from the simulated joint and 35 cm to the 
right of it relative to their midline. The metronome was set to the specified frequency to provide 
the auditory que for participants to know when to fasten the simulated joint. Every 3-5 minutes 
the investigators read the Subject Instructions to the participants to remind them of the purpose 
of the study. At the end of each 15-minute period in each experimental condition, the 
investigators increased or decreased the torque magnitude within a ±25% range of the current 
target torque. Participants were informed of the change but blinded from the magnitude and 
direction of the perturbation. Potvin et al. (2006) utilized this protocol to prevent participants 
from becoming complacent with their chosen physical effort, and therefore ensuring that 
participants converged on a consistent target torque. Following this perturbation, participants 
were again reminded to adjust the target torque according to their perception of the new 
physical stimulus. Participants were instructed to do this until they found what they believed was 
the maximum workload that they could handle without strain nor discomfort if this task was to be 
performed 8 hours a day, 5 times a week. At the completion of each experimental condition, 
participants were given a 10 to 15-minute rest period before beginning the next experimental 
condition. During this time, participants reported their ratings of perceived discomfort from a 
modified CR-10 Borg scale (Appendix B). 
3.4.2 Testing Sessions 
Participants completed the same 9 experimental conditions performed in the training sessions, 
and once again these were presented in a randomized order. A group of 8 participants 
completed 9 hours of testing, 1 hour per experimental condition, followed by a 10 to 15-minute 
break. As was mentioned in 3.4.1 above, the data of this participant group was used to 
investigate if the collection time could be reduced. Since the statistical analyses showed no 
difference between any of the four 15-minute periods, a reduction for the testing collection time 
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was justified from four to three 15-minute periods per experimental condition (refer to the 
Results section for further details). Thus, the remaining participants that were recruited for the 
study completed 6.75 hours of testing, 45 minutes per experimental condition, followed by a 10 
to 15-minute break. Testing sessions did not exceed 6 hours on a given day and participants 
were not permitted to participate on consecutive days. 
 At the beginning of each testing session, participants gave their written consent to 
participate. The exact same set-up and procedure was conducted during the testing sessions 
that was used during training: skin sites cleaned with isopropyl rubbing alcohol, electrode 
placement, UE muscles and grip force MVE collection, and rest period collection. Following this, 
participants read the Subject Instructions, then directed to the workstation and reminded where 
to stand in respect to the simulated joint. The same experimental protocol used during the 
training sessions was used during testing.  
3.5  DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING 
All analog data were collected at a rate of 1000 Hz and then digitally converted with a 16-bit 
resolution analog to digital conversion board (National Instruments, Austin, Texas). All data 
were stored on a PC-based computer and processed with custom designed software developed 
through the LabVIEW software package (National Instruments, Austin, Texas). 
3.5.1 RAPT-HFT and Chosen Target Torque 
The data collected from the RAPT-HFT provided insight into the forces that participants were 
willing to accept under different experimental conditions. The 3D forces (x, y, and z axes) 
applied during RAPT operation, as well as grip force were collected in Newtons (N); refer to 
Figure 6 for axis orientation. Additionally, the data collected from the RAPT-HFT of all three 
axes was used to calculate the resultant. Peak force (N) and force-impulse (N·s) for each axis, 
and the resultant of peak force and force impulse were processed from the time the trigger was 
engaged to when it was released. Peak grip force (N) and grip force impulse (N·s) were also 
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processed from the time the trigger was pressed to when it was released. Furthermore, the 
target torque of each rundown was recorded for every condition to provide another 
measurement of what participants deemed acceptable. 
R =  √x2 + y2 + z2 
    R = resultant 
x = x-axis 
y = y-axis 
z = z-axis 
3.5.2 EMG 
All sEMG data were high pass filtered utilizing a 6th order Butterworth filter with a 140 Hz cut-off, 
full wave rectified, and low pass filtered using a 2nd order Butterworth filter with a 2.5 Hz cut-off. 
Following this process, the sEMG data of each muscle were normalized using the MVE files that 
pertained to each training and testing session. The greatest amplitudes obtained from the MVE 
protocol were used as the maximum sEMG value (i.e. 100%) for each respective muscle. If the 
max sEMG amplitude was not achieved during the MVE protocol, this resulted in the 100% 
value being exceeded during the experimental trial in some cases. This issue was addressed by 
using said value as the new max sEMG value. Peak %EMG (EMGPK) and integrated %EMG 
(EMGIMP) were collected and processed from the time the trigger was pressed to when it was 
released. 
3.6  DATA ANALYSIS 
The main purpose of this thesis was to investigate if a relationship between the PCLs chosen by 
participants and the sEMG data exists. The fastening data from the last 15 minutes of each of 
the 36 testing conditions were used to analyze this relationship. Previous psychophysical 
studies have used this approach in their data analysis (Potvin et al., 2000; Cort et al., 2006; 
Potvin et al., 2006; Andrews et al., 2008).  
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3.6.1 Data Reduction Investigation 
As has been previously stated, a group of 8 participants completed the initial proposal of an 
hour of training and testing per experimental condition. In order to satisfy the requirements for a 
mixed-design repeated analysis of variance (ANOVA), an equal sample size across all four-joint 
orientation-hardness groups were set. Thus, two participants per joint orientation-hardness 
group were used for the analysis. The statistical significance for the mixed-design repeated 
ANOVA was set at p<0.05 and was conducted on the testing data: 2 joint hardness (between) x 
2 joint orientations (between) x 3 fastening strategies (within) x 3 fastening frequencies (within) 
x 4 15-minute periods. Any statistical interactions were examined with a Tukey’s HSD post hoc 
test (p<0.05). It is important to note that the main purpose of the analyses was to determine if 
period was involved in any interaction effects or if it had a main effect on the following 
dependent variables (DVs): peak force and force impulse in all three axes, force impulse 
resultant, and EMGPK and EMGIMP for each of the seven UE muscles.  
3.6.2 Final Analysis – All 40 Participants 
Due to the findings in the data reduction investigation, a reduction in the collection time was 
justified (refer to Results for more details). Since all 40 participants completed the third period, 
we used the data from the third testing period for all experimental conditions for the mixed-
design repeated measures ANOVA (p<0.05): 2 joint hardness (between) x 2 joint orientations 
(between) x 3 fastening strategies (within) x 3 fastening frequencies (within). The DVs used for 
the mixed-design repeated measures ANOVAs were: peak force (FPK) and force impulse (FIMP) 
for all three axes, force impulse resultant, and EMGPK and EMGIMP for each of the seven UE 
muscles. A total of 21 mixed repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted. Any statistical 
interactions were evaluated with a Tukey’s HSD post hoc test (p<0.05). Lastly, partial eta-
squared analyses were performed on each interaction effect to determine if the explained 
variance met the threshold of >1% to be considered functionally relevant. 
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Chapter 4 
RESULTS 
The minimization technique we applied, which used Cohen’s d to measure standardized 
differences between characteristic group means, resulted in trivial to small differences. Joint 
orientation-hardness group mean differences for height, weight, age, and grip strength were 
0.29 (small), 0.15 (trivial), 0.16 (trivial), and 0.26 (small), respectively. By keeping a low between 
group mean difference across these participant characteristics, it allowed the justification of 
conducting between group analyses. 
4.1  DATA REDUCTION INVESTIGATION  
A subset of eight participants completed the full hour of training and testing per experimental 
condition to determine if the amount of collection time could be reduced. Two participants per 
joint orientation-hardness group were used for the analyses to meet the requirement of an equal 
distribution of cohorts per group. In this section, statistically significant main effects or 
interaction effects in relation to the four time periods are presented: period 1 (0-15 min interval), 
period 2 (15-30 min interval), period 3 (30-45 min interval), period 4 (45-60 min interval).  
 The target torque data was not statistically significantly different across all four periods 
(F(1.267, 5.068) = 0.804, p = 0.441). Furthermore, the force data in the y-axis (push/pull effort), 
where the majority of the TRF had to be counteracted by the participant, showed no statistical 
significant differences for FPK (F(1.589, 6.357) = 0.253, p = 0.736) and FIMP (F(1.098, 4.391) = 
0.961, p = 0.388) across the four periods. Lastly, the EMGPK and EMGIMP of all muscles was not 
statistically different across the four periods.  
 Since no statistical significant differences were found between the third and fourth 
periods in the target torque, force and electromyography data, the time length for each of the 
training and testing conditions were reduced by one period, from an hour to 45 minutes for the 
remaining participants. It is common practice in psychophysical studies to use the last time 
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segment following a perturbation for the final analysis, as well as the time period from which the 
physical capability standards are set (Potvin et al., 2000; Cort et al., 2006; Potvin et al., 2006; 
Andrews et al., 2008). Thus, due to the findings from the data reduction investigation, the 
remaining results are drawn from the third period testing data from all 40 participants for all 
experimental conditions.  
4.2  CHOSEN TARGET TORQUE 
Our data unveiled two significant two-way interactions in the chosen target torque between 
group and fastening strategy (F(5.108, 61.294) = 41.55, p < 0.001, Figure 9), and fastening 
strategy and frequency (F(3.04, 56.337) = 3.282, p = 0.023, Figure 10). Post Hoc showed that 
the group x strategy interaction occurred across all four groups, where TT resulted in 
significantly higher target torques in comparison to ATC and QS. In the strategy x frequency 
interaction, Post Hoc revealed that the chosen target torque during the use of ATC was 
significantly lower during the 5/min frequency than the 1/min and 3/min. In QS, the chosen 
target torque was significantly higher in the 1/min frequency versus the 3/min and 5/min, and 
3/min was significantly higher than 5/min. In TT, fastening at 1/min resulted in significantly 
Figure 9. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
strategy on chosen target torque (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Figure 174. Two-way interaction shown between fastening strategy and frequency on chosen 
target torque (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
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higher chosen target torque than 3/min and 5/min. The chosen target torque COV values for 
both training and testing sessions are presented in Table 3. The COV values observed during 
the testing sessions are lower than the COV values in the training sessions.  
 Coefficient of Variation Values 
ATC QS TT 
1st  2nd  3rd  1st  2nd  3rd  1st  2nd  3rd  
T
R
A
IN
IN
G
 
S
E
S
S
IO
N
S
 HP-HJ 6.2% 5.2% 5.4% 6.0% 5.3% 5.2% 4.8% 3.2% 4.2% 
HP-SJ 5.5% 4.5% 5.1% 7.4% 5.7% 5.1% 6.3% 5.6% 5.1% 
VP-HJ 6.3% 5.0% 5.3% 4.9% 5.3% 5.4% 4.8% 3.5% 2.8% 
VP-SJ 7.6% 6.4% 5.9% 9.5% 7.5% 6.4% 8.8% 6.6% 7.3% 
MEAN 6.4% 5.3% 5.4% 7.0% 6.0% 5.5% 6.2% 4.7% 4.9% 
T
E
S
T
IN
G
 
S
E
S
S
IO
N
S
 HP-HJ 6.0% 5.6% 5.9% 5.3% 5.1% 5.3% 3.5% 2.8% 2.9% 
HP-SJ 5.2% 4.7% 4.3% 5.8% 5.2% 5.2% 6.1% 5.5% 4.8% 
VP-HJ 5.1% 5.3% 4.8% 4.8% 4.6% 5.4% 3.9% 2.9% 3.3% 
VP-SJ 6.5% 6.0% 5.6% 8.1% 5.3% 6.3% 6.9% 5.9% 6.4% 
MEAN 5.7% 5.4% 5.1% 6.0% 5.0% 5.5% 5.1% 4.3% 4.4% 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Two-way interaction shown between fastening strategy and frequency on chosen 
target torque (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Table 54. The coefficient of variation values from the chosen target torque training and testing 
data are presented, subdivided based on joint orientation-hardness group, fastening strategy, 
and 15-minute period.Figure 203. Two-way interaction shown between fastening strategy and 
frequency on chosen target torque (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Table 55. The coefficient of variation values from the chosen target torque training and testing 
data are presented, subdivided based on joint orientation-hardness group, fastening strategy, 
and 15-minute period.  
 
Figure 204. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and strategy on the peak force 
recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.Table 56. The coefficient of variation 
values from the chosen target torque training and testing data are presented, subdivided based 
on joint orientation-hardness group, fastening strategy, and 15-minute period.Figure 205. Two-
way interaction shown between fastening strategy and frequency on chosen target torque (n = 
40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Table 57. The coefficient of variation values from the chosen target torque training and testing 
data are presented, subdivided based on joint orientation-hardness group, fastening strategy, 
and 15-minute period.Figure 206. Two-way interaction shown between fastening strategy and 
frequency on chosen target torque (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Table 3. The coefficient of variation values from the chosen target torque training and testing 
data are presented, subdivided based on joint orientation-hardness group, fastening strategy, 
and 15-minute period.  
T ble 3. The coeffici t of variation values from th  chosen targ t torque training an  testing 
data are presented, subdivided based on joint orientation-hardness group, fastening strategy, 
and 15-minute period.  
 
Figure 185. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and strategy on the peak force 
recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.Table 48. The coeff c ent of variation 
v lues from the chosen target torqu  training and testing data are presented, subdivided 
based on joint orientation-hardness group, fas ning strategy, and 15-minu  period.  
 
Figure 186. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and 
strat gy on the peak force recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). St ndard devia ion bars are 
presented. 
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4.3  RAPT-HFT DATA 
4.3.1  Peak Force 
We found a two-way interaction between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening strategy 
in the y-axis FPK (F(5.308, 63.693) = 5.958, p < 0.001, Figure 11). Tukey’s Post Hoc revealed 
that this interaction occurred in all four groups. In the HP-HJ group, y-axis FPK was significantly 
lower during the operation of QS in comparison to ATC and TT. In the HP-SJ group, greater FPK 
was observed with QS versus ATC and TT. In the VP-HJ group, FPK was significantly higher 
when ATC was used compared to QS and TT. In the VP-SJ group, FPK was significantly lower in 
ATC than QS and TT. Furthermore, we observed a main effect of frequency on the y-axis FPK 
(F(1.315, 47.338) = 15.112, p < 0.001, Figure 12). We noted significantly higher FPK during the 
1/min fastening frequency compared to the 3/min and 5/min frequencies, and significantly 
greater FPK in the 3/min frequency than the 5/min frequency.  
 
Figure 11. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and strategy 
on the peak force recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
 
 
Figure 217. Main effect of frequency on the peak force recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard 
deviation bars are presented.Figure 218. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-
hardness group and strategy on the peak force recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard 
deviation bars are presented. 
 
 
 
Figure 219. Main effect of frequency on the peak force recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard 
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4.3.2  Force Impulse 
We observed a two-way interaction between group and strategy in the y-axis FIMP (F(5.862, 
70.346) = 18.886, p < 0.001, Figure 13). Tukey’s Post Hoc revealed that this interaction 
occurred in all four groups. In the HP-HJ and VP-HJ groups, TT resulted in significantly lower 
FIMP than ATC and QS. Additionally, we found that ATC had significantly higher FIMP than QS in 
the VP-HJ group. In the HP-SJ and VP-SJ groups, operating under QS resulted in significantly 
higher FIMP than ATC and TT. We also observed a main effect of frequency on the y-axis FIMP 
(F(1.238, 44.55) = 21.939, p < 0.001, Figure 14). We found significantly higher FIMP during the 
1/min fastening frequency compared to the 3/min and 5/min frequencies, and significantly 
greater FIMP in the 3/min frequency than the 5/min frequency. 
  
Figure 12. Main effect of frequency on the peak force recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard 
deviation bars are presented. 
 
Figure 241. Figure 242. Main effect of frequency on the peak force recorded in the y-axis (n = 
40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Figure 243. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and strategy 
n the force imp lse recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard deviation bar  are presented. 
 
Figure 244. Figure 245. Figure 246. Main effect of frequency on the peak force recorded in the y-
axis (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Figure 247. Figure 248. Main effect of frequency on the peak force recorded in the y-axis (n = 
40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Figure 13. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and strategy 
on the force impulse recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Figure 249. Figure 250. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group 
and strategy on the force impulse recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are 
presented. 
 
Figure 251. Main effect of frequency on the force impulse recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). 
Standard deviation bars are presented.   
 
 
Figure 252. Main effect of fastening frequency on peak EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). 
PEC: pectoralis major, FCU: flexor carpi ulnaris. Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 
253. Figure 254. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and 
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Figure 14. Main effect of frequency on the force impulse recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). 
Standard deviation bars are presented.   
 
 
Figure 289. Main effect of fastening frequency on peak EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). PEC: pectoralis major, 
FCU: flexor carpi ulnaris. Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 290. Main effect of frequency on 
the force impulse recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.   
 
 
Figure 291. Main effect of fastening frequency on peak EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). 
Figure 13. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and strategy 
on the force impulse recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Figure 265. Figure 266. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group 
and strategy on the force impulse recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are 
presented. 
 
Figure 267. Main effect of frequency on the force impulse recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). 
Standard deviation bars are presented.   
 
 
Figure 268. Main effect of fastening frequency on peak EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). 
PEC: pectoralis major, FCU: flexor carpi ulnaris. Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 
269. Figure 270. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and 
strategy on the force impulse recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are 
presented. 
 
Figure 271. Figure 272. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group 
and strategy on the force impulse recorded in the y-axis (n = 40). Standard deviation bars are 
presented. 
 
Figure 14. Main effect of frequency on the force impulse recorded i the y-axis (n = 40). 
Standard deviation bars are presented.   
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4.4  ELECTROMYOGRAPHY DATA 
4.4.1 Peak EMG 
Our data showed a statistically significant main effect of frequency for the PEC EMGPK (F(1.988, 
71.554) = 6.617, p = 0.002, Figure 15). Post Hoc revealed that fastening once per minute 
resulted in significantly higher PEC EMGPK when compared to 3 and 5 fastenings per minute, 
respectively.  
 We found a significant joint orientation-hardness group x fastening frequency interaction 
(F(5.869, 70.432) = 2.355, p = 0.041, Figure 16) in the DELT EMGPK. This interaction was only 
observed in the SJ conditions, but not the HJ conditions. In the HP-SJ group, the fastening 
frequency of 1/min resulted in significantly greater DELT EMGPK when compared to 5/min. In the 
VP-SJ group, fastening at a frequency of 1/min resulted in significantly greater DELT EMGPK 
when compared to the 3/min and 5/min frequencies. Furthermore, our data showed a 
statistically significant main effect of strategy for the DELT EMGPK (F(1.658, 59.688) = 11.315, p 
< 0.001, Figure 17). Post Hoc revealed that significantly higher DELT EMGPK occurred operating 
ATC in comparison to QS and TT.   
Figure 15. Main effect of fastening frequency on peak EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). PEC: 
pectoralis major, FCU: flexor carpi ulnaris. Standard deviation bars are presented.  
 
 
Figure 313. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group a d f ste ing 
frequency on peak EMG as a percent of MVC for the anterior deltoid (A, n = 40), triceps brachii 
(B, n = 40), and extensor carpi ulnaris (C, n = 40). Standard d viation bars are 
presented.Figure 314. Main effect of fastening frequency on peak EMG as a percent of MVC (n 
= 40). PEC: pectorali  major, FCU: flexor carpi ulnaris. Standard deviati n b rs are presented.  
 
 
Figure 315. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
frequency on peak EMG as a percent of MVC for the anterior deltoid (A, n = 40), triceps brachii 
(B, n = 40), and extensor carpi ulnaris (C, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
 
Figure 316. Main effect of fastening strategy on peak EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). 
DELT: anterior deltoid, TRAP: upper trapezius, BB: biceps brachii. Standard deviation bars are 
presented.Figure 317. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group 
and fastening frequency on peak EMG as a percent of MVC for the anterior deltoid (A, n = 40), 
triceps brachii (B, n = 40), and extensor carpi ulnaris (C, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are 
presented.Figure 318. Main effect of fastening frequency on peak EMG as a percent of MVC (n 
= 40). PEC: pectoralis major, FCU: flexor carpi ulnaris. Standard deviation bars are presented.  
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Figure 16. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
frequency on peak EMG as a percent of MVC for the anterior deltoid (A, n = 40), triceps brachii 
(B, n = 40), and extensor carpi ulnaris (C, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
 
Figure 337. Main effect of fastening strategy on peak EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). DELT: anterior deltoid, 
TRAP: upper trapezius, BB: biceps brachii. Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 338. Two-way 
interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening frequency on peak 
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 Our results revealed that strategy had a significant main effect on the TRAP EMGPK 
(F(1.359, 48.93) = 8.509, p = 0.002, Figure 17). Significantly greater TRAP EMGPK occurred 
when working with ATC compared to QS and TT. 
 We found that strategy had a significant main effect on BB EMGPK (F(1.602, 57.688) = 
7.03, p = 0.004, Figure 17). BB EMGPK was significantly lower when participants worked with TT 
in comparison to ATC and QS. 
 In the TRI EMGPK, we found that there were significant interactions between group and 
frequency (F(5.802, 69.627) = 4.614, p = 0.001, Figure 16), and group and strategy (F(5.761, 
69.128) = 6.247, p < 0.001, Figure 18). In the HP-SJ group, fastening at a frequency of 5/min 
resulted in significantly lower TRI EMGPK when compared to the 1/min and 3/min frequencies. In 
the VP-SJ group, fastening once a minute resulted in significantly greater triceps TRI EMGPK in 
relation to the 3/min and 5/min frequencies, and 3/min had significantly higher EMGPK than 
5/min. In the HP-SJ, EMGPK was significantly higher in ATC than in QS and TT. In the VP-HJ, 
TT resulted in significantly lower EMGPK in comparison to ATC and QS. In the VP-SJ, QS 
resulted in significantly higher EMGPK than seen in ATC. Furthermore, we observed a between 
Figure 17. Main effect of fastening strategy on peak EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). DELT: 
anterior deltoid, TRAP: upper trapezius, BB: biceps brachii. Standard deviation bars are 
presented. 
 
 
 
Figure 361. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
strategy on peak EMG as a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 40) and flexor carpi 
ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 362. Main effect of fastening 
strategy on peak EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). DELT: anterior deltoid, TRAP: upper 
trapezius, BB: biceps brachii. Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
 
 
Figure 363. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
strategy on peak EMG as a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 40) nd flexor carpi 
ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.  
 
 
 
Figure 364. Main effect of fastening frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 
40). PEC: pectoralis major, DELT: anterior deltoid, BB: biceps brachii. Standard deviation bars 
are presented.Figure 365. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group 
and fastening strategy on peak EMG as a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 40) and 
flexor carpi ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 366. Main effect of 
fastening strategy on peak EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). DELT: anterior deltoid, TRAP: 
upper trapezius, BB: biceps brachii. Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
 
 
Figure 367. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
strategy on peak EMG as a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 40) and flexor carpi 
ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 368. Main effect of fastening 
strategy on peak EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). DELT: anterior deltoid, TRAP: upper 
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group effect where TRI EMGPK was significantly greater in the VP conditions than in the HP 
conditions (F(3, 36) = 10.015, p < 0.001 , Figure 19). 
 Our data revealed a significant joint orientation-hardness group x fastening strategy 
(F(5.589, 67.069) = 2.57, p = 0.03, Figure 18) in the FCU EMGPK. This two-way interaction was 
only observed in the HJ conditions, but not the SJ conditions. In the HP-HJ group, the FCU 
EMGPK was significantly higher in QS than in ATC and TT. In the VP-HJ group, EMGPK was 
significantly higher for ATC than in TT. Furthermore, a main effect of frequency (F(1.84, 66.254) 
Figure 18. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
strategy on peak EMG as a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 40) and flexor carpi 
ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.  
 
 
 
Figure 385. Main effect of fastening frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 
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= 24.446, p < 0.001, Figure 15) was seen in the FCU EMGPK; fastening at a frequency of 1/min 
resulted in higher EMGPK in comparison to the 3/min and 5/min frequencies, and 3/min had 
significantly greater EMGPK than 5/min. 
 We found a significant interaction effect between group and frequency (F(5.62, 67.435) = 
32.39, p = 0.009, Figure 16) in the ECU EMGPK. Two different patterns emerged from the two-
way interaction in relation to the joint hardness. Post Hoc showed that in the HJ conditions (HP-
HJ and VP-HJ groups), the 1/min fastening frequency resulted in significantly higher ECU 
EMGPK than the 3/min frequency, and in the SJ conditions (HP-SJ and VP-SJ groups), the 5/min 
frequency had significantly lower EMGPK than the 1/min and 3/min frequencies. 
4.4.2  Integrated EMG 
A two-way interaction between group and strategy was found in the PEC EMGIMP (F(5.744, 
68.925) = 4.278, p = 0.001, Table 4). Tukey’s Post Hoc showed that in the HP-SJ and the VP-
SJ groups, RAPT operation with ATC resulted in significantly lower EMGIMP than in QS and TT. 
We also discovered a main effect of frequency in the PEC EMGIMP (F(1.811, 65.209) = 11.976, 
p < 0.001, Figure 20). The 1/min frequency resulted in higher EMGIMP in relation to the 3/min 
and 5/min frequencies. 
Figure 19. Between joint orientation-hardness group effect on triceps brachii peak EMG as a 
percent of MVC. Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Figure 20. Main effect of fastening frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 
40). PEC: pectoralis major, DELT: anterior deltoid, BB: biceps brachii. Standard deviation 
bars are presented. 
 
Figure 401. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and 
fastening frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 
40) and extensor carpi ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 
402. Main effect of fastening frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). 
PEC: pectoralis major, DELT: anterior deltoid, BB: biceps brachii. Standard deviation bars 
are presented. 
 
Figure 403. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and 
fastening frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 
40) and extensor carpi ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
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 In the DELT, a significant joint orientation-hardness group x fastening strategy 
interaction (F(5.687, 68.249) = 3.118, p = 0.01, Table 4) was observed in EMGIMP, and post hoc 
revealed that it only occurred in the HP conditions. In the HP-HJ group, QS had significantly 
lower DELT EMGIMP than ATC and TT. In the HP-SJ group, the TT resulted in significantly 
higher EMGIMP than observed in ATC. We also noted a significant main effect of frequency 
(F(1.688, 60.785) = 11.112, p < 0.001, Figure 20) on DELT EMGIMP. The 1/min fastening 
frequency resulted in significantly higher EMGIMP than in the 3/min and 5/min frequencies 
  There was a significant group x strategy interaction (F(5.541, 66.493) = 2.645, p = 
0.026, Table 4) in the TRAP EMGIMP. In the HP-HJ group, ATC resulted in significantly higher 
EMGIMP than QS. In the HP-SJ group, TT had significantly greater EMGIMP compared to ATC 
and QS. In the VP-SJ group, QS resulted in significantly higher EMGIMP than in ATC.  
 In the BB EMGIMP, we found a significant interaction effect between group and strategy 
(F(5.684, 68.21) = 3.675, p = 0.004, Table 4). In the HP-HJ group, EMGIMP was significantly 
higher during the use of TT than QS. In the HP-SJ group, EMGIMP was significantly lower in ATC 
than QS, and in the VP-SJ group, ATC resulted in significantly lower EMGIMP than QS and TT. 
Furthermore, our data showed a main effect of frequency on BB EMGIMP (F(1.829, 65.861) = 
Figure 20. Main effect of fastening frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). 
PEC: pectoralis major, DELT: anterior deltoid, BB: biceps brachii. Standard deviation bars are 
presented. 
 
Figure 409. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 40) and 
extensor carpi ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 410. Main 
effect of fastening frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). PEC: pectoralis 
major, DELT: anterior deltoid, BB: biceps brachii. Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Figure 411. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 40) and 
extensor carpi ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Figure 412. Two-way interaction shown between fastening strategy and frequency on 
integrated EMG as a percent of MVC for the flexor carpi ulnaris (A, n = 40) and extensor carpi 
ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 413. Two-way interaction 
shown between joi t orientation-hardness group and fastening frequency on integ ated EMG as 
a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 40) and extensor carpi ulnaris (B, n = 40). 
Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 414. Main effect of fastening frequency on 
integrated EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). PEC: pectoralis major, DELT: anterior deltoid, 
BB: biceps brachii. Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Fi ure 415. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 40) and 
extensor carpi ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 416. Main 
effect of fastening frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC (n = 40). PEC: pectoralis 
major, DELT: anterior deltoid, BB: biceps brachii. Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Figure 21. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 40) and 
extensor carpi ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
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5.647, p = 0.007, Figure 20). Fastening1 at a frequency of 1/min resulted in significantly higher 
biceps EMGIMP than fastening at 5/min. 
 Our data reveled two significant interactions in the TRI EMGIMP: group x strategy 
(F(5.984, 71.808) = 4.578, p = 0.001, Table 4), and group x frequency F(5.799, 69.594) = 2.787, 
p = 0.018, Figure 21). In the HP-HJ group, the QS resulted in significantly lower TRI EMGIMP in 
comparison to ATC and TT. In the VP-HJ, higher EMGIMP occurred in ATC versus TT, whereas 
in the VP-SJ, ATC had significantly lower EMGIMP than QS and TT. TRI EMGIMP in the HP-SJ 
group was significantly higher in the 1/min frequency than in the 3/min and 5/min frequencies. In 
the VP-HJ, EMGIMP was significantly greater in the 1/min than the 5/min frequency. In the VP-
SJ, EMGIMP was significantly greater in the 1/min than the 3/min and 5/min frequencies; 
fastening at 3/min also resulted in significantly greater EMGIMP than 5/min.  
 In the FCU EMGIMP, we observed two-way interaction effects between group and 
strategy (F(5.919, 71.026) = 2.875, p = 0.015, Table 4), and between strategy and frequency 
(F(3.436, 60.62) = 3.519, p = 0.013, Figure 22). Tukey’s Post Hoc showed that the group x 
strategy interaction only occurred in the SJ conditions, but not the HJ conditions. In the HP-SJ 
group, ATC resulted in significantly lower FCU EMGIMP than in QS and TT. In the VP-SJ group, 
TT had significantly higher EMGIMP than ATC and QS. Operating under ATC, fastening 5/min 
resulted in significantly lower FCU EMGIMP than the 1/min and 5/min frequencies. In QS, 
fastening at 1/min versus 3/min and 5/min, and 3/min versus 5/min resulted in significantly 
higher EMGIMP. In TT, fastening 1/min resulted in significantly higher EMGIMP compared to the 
3/min and 5/min frequencies.  
 We noted three significant two-way interactions in the ECU EMGIMP: group x strategy 
(F(6, 36) = 2.872, p = 0.015, Table 4), group x frequency (F(6, 36) = 3.227, p = 0.009, Figure 
19), and strategy x frequency (F(3.417, 66.623) = 2.668, p = 0.044, Figure 22). Tukey’s Post 
Hoc indicated that the group x strategy interaction only occurred in the SJ conditions. In the HP-
SJ group, ECU EMGIMP was significantly lower in ATC compared to QS and TT. In the VP-SJ 
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group, ATC resulted in significantly lower EMGIMP than observed in TT. In the HJ conditions 
(HP-HJ and VP-HJ groups), fastening 1/min resulted in significantly greater ECU EMGIMP than 
the 3/min and 5/min frequencies. In the SJ conditions (HP-SJ and VP-SJ groups), EMGIMP was 
significantly higher in the 1/min frequency than seen at 3/min and 5/min, and fastening at 3/min 
resulted in significantly higher EMGIMP in comparison to the 5/min frequency. In the ATC, the 
1/min frequency resulted in significantly higher ECU EMGIMP than the 5/min frequency. In QS 
and TT, fastening 1/min resulted in significantly higher EMGIMP than in the 3/min and 5/min 
frequencies. 
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Figure 21. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
frequency on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 40) and 
extensor carpi ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Figure 431. Two-way interaction shown between fastening strategy and frequency on 
integrated EMG as a percent of MVC for the flexor carpi ulnaris (A, n = 40) and extensor carpi 
ulnaris (B, n = 40). Standard deviation bars are presented.Figure 432. Two-way interaction 
shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening frequency on integrated EMG as 
a percent of MVC for the triceps brachii (A, n = 40) and extensor carpi ulnaris (B, n = 40). 
Standard deviation bars are presented. 
 
Figure 433. Two-way interaction shown between fastening strategy and frequency on 
integrated EMG as a percent of MVC for the flexor carpi ulnaris (A, n = 40) and extensor carpi 
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Figure 22. Two-way interaction shown between fastening strategy and frequency on integrated 
EMG as a percent of MVC for the flexor carpi ulnaris (A, n = 40) and extensor carpi ulnaris (B, n 
= 40). Standard deviation bars are presented. 
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  Integrated %EMGmax  
  ATC QS TT 
Muscle Group Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
PEC 
HP-HJ 20.00 11.64 19.60 11.18 20.98 13.31 
HP-SJ 14.92 7.08 18.71 6.24 20.49 8.81 
VP-HJ 18.10 5.91 18.35 7.49 18.06 5.14 
VP-SJ 16.79 10.53 21.61 14.24 22.18 13.77 
DELT 
HP-HJ 14.07 6.12 12.21 5.54 14.25 6.93 
HP-SJ 10.74 4.51 12.04 4.47 13.71 5.83 
VP-HJ 11.14 4.59 10.59 5.74 9.86 4.69 
VP-SJ 10.89 5.58 12.23 5.90 12.31 6.72 
TRAP 
HP-HJ 15.96 7.47 14.16 6.27 15.47 4.95 
HP-SJ 13.22 7.36 13.73 7.82 15.56 9.43 
VP-HJ 10.64 3.77 10.29 3.47 9.70 4.23 
VP-SJ 11.02 6.67 12.63 6.89 12.43 6.27 
BB 
HP-HJ 13.07 6.18 11.13 4.29 13.22 6.37 
HP-SJ 11.17 6.20 13.61 7.91 12.74 7.64 
VP-HJ 12.35 4.65 10.79 5.57 10.49 3.94 
VP-SJ 11.79 8.15 14.50 8.65 14.40 9.97 
TRI 
HP-HJ 12.32 5.33 9.79 3.27 12.09 4.53 
HP-SJ 12.65 8.18 11.98 6.49 12.80 8.51 
VP-HJ 17.20 9.07 15.07 7.37 14.39 7.64 
VP-SJ 12.81 5.44 16.83 6.55 15.78 6.98 
FCU 
HP-HJ 21.22 8.62 23.55 11.91 21.69 7.65 
HP-SJ 19.76 8.50 23.43 9.56 23.59 11.41 
VP-HJ 22.63 7.88 21.02 9.27 19.26 4.57 
VP-SJ 21.69 14.64 23.01 13.99 27.24 20.01 
ECU 
HP-HJ 36.16 11.43 34.80 11.94 37.40 8.99 
HP-SJ 29.54 10.35 35.00 13.81 38.32 18.75 
VP-HJ 36.84 11.12 34.03 12.27 36.31 11.73 
VP-SJ 30.10 11.15 33.54 13.28 37.15 13.68 
Table 4. Two-way interaction shown between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
strategy on integrated EMG as a percent of MVC in all seven collected upper extremity 
muscles (n = 40). PEC: pectoralis major, DELT: anterior deltoid, TRAP: upper trapezius, BB: 
biceps brachii, TRI: triceps brachii, FCU: flexor carpi ulnaris, ECU: extensor carpi ulnaris. 
Means and standard deviations are presented. 
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4.5  BORG RATINGS 
We found a significant interaction between body region and fastening frequency (F(6.83, 
68.596) = 2.289, p = 0.03, Table 5) on Borg ratings of discomfort. Post Hoc revealed that 
discomfort rating was significantly higher in the 5/min frequency compared to 1/min in the back 
of shoulder. In the lower back, discomfort rating was significantly higher in the 5/min frequency 
versus 3/min.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.6  PHYSICAL CAPABILITY LIMITS 
The DC RAPT PCLs for the present study were calculated using the method proposed by 
Snook (1978) to accommodate for the physical capability of 75% of the female working 
population: mean - (0.675 x standard deviation). The DC RAPT PCLs were calculated from the 
chosen target torque data for each joint hardness, fastening strategy, and fastening frequency 
combination (Table 6). 
 
 
 
 Borg Rating 
1/min 3/min 5/min 
Body Region Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Neck 0.446 0.825 0.488 0.873 0.475 0.888 
Upper Back 0.338 0.696 0.446 0.879 0.417 0.841 
Back of Shoulder 0.504 0.787 0.604 0.974 0.683 1.09 
Front of Shoulder  0.433 0.809 0.483 0.883 0.438 0.886 
Arm 0.325 0.676 0.396 0.802 0.358 0.728 
Forearm 0.388 0.779 0.413 0.769 0.425 0.811 
Wrist 0.446 0.772 0.404 0.762 0.438 0.837 
Hand 0.454 0.761 0.450 0.714 0.525 0.775 
Lower back 0.825 1.415 0.758 1.216 0.973 1.544 
Table 5. Two-way interaction shown between body region and fastening frequency on ratings 
of discomfort based on a CR-10 Borg Scale (n = 40). Means and standard deviations are 
presented. 
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 Target Torque Physical Capability Limits (Nm) 
Hard Joint  Soft Joint 
Strategy 1/min 3/min 5/min 1/min 3/min 5/min 
ATC 42.1 43.3 39.5 48.7 45.1 43.9 
QS 49.5 47.1 43.5 44.3 40.8 39.0 
TT 84.4  80.5 80.9 53.2 48.1 44.7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6. Physical capability limits calculated from the chosen target torque data to 
accommodate for 75% of the female working population. 
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Chapter 5 
DISCUSSION 
 The present study was designed to establish physical capability limits for DC RAPT 
operation in the automotive manufacturing sector with the use of a psychophysical 
methodology, and to determine if a relationship between the chosen PCLs and muscle effort 
(sEMG) exists. Forty female participants were evenly distributed into one of four joint 
orientation-hardness groups and completed joint fastening tasks that included the same 
independent variables: three fastening strategies (ATC, QS, and TT) and three fastening 
frequencies (1/min, 3/min, and 5/min). The dependent variables measured in this study were the 
chosen target torque, forces collected with the RAPT-HFT (FPK and FIMP), sEMG of the PEC, 
DELT, TRAP, BB, TRI, FCU, and ECU, and ratings of discomfort with the use of a modified CR-
10 Borg scale. To date, no literature exists on the quantification of acceptable target torques 
and forces when operating DC RAPTs as well as the associated muscle effort. 
 It must be noted that only the TRF in the y-axis was examined in FPK and FIMP. Due to 
the data being analysed from trigger engagement to trigger release, there was a substantial 
amount of force leading up to the tightening of the joint that were unrelated the physical effort 
associated to the actual fastening of the joint. For example, maintaining the position of the 
RAPT on the head of the fastener (forces in the x-axis). Therefore, as the majority of the TRF 
was translated in the y-axis (push/pull forces due to the actual fastening of the joint), only the 
analysis of the y-axis was reported, while omitting the other two orthogonal axes and the 
resultant (See subsection 5.3 for more details). 
 When examining the data from the participants that completed an hour per experimental 
condition for both the training and testing sessions, the RAPT-HFT data and chosen target 
torque data across the four 15-minute periods were found to not be statistically significant. 
Essentially, participants chose the same physical demand following each 15-minute 
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perturbation; this suggests that the study protocol was successful in training participants to 
consistently choose what they perceived to be their level of comfort. This supports previous 
psychophysical studies where low within-subject variability in what individuals chose as an 
acceptable physical stimulus have been reported (Potvin et al., 2000; Nussbaum and Johnson, 
2002; Cort et al., 2006; Potvin et al., 2006; Andrews et al., 2008). Furthermore, the 
electromyography data did not differ across the four periods, indicating that the muscle effort did 
not change from period to period, thus providing some evidence that muscle effort may have 
influenced what individuals deemed as an acceptable physical demand. This is a novel finding 
that has not been reported in previous psychophysical research. Since none of the dependent 
variables differed across the four 15-minute periods, the investigators proceeded to reduce 
collection time by 15 minutes for each experimental condition in both training and testing 
sessions. The material discussed beyond this point pertains to the data analysis conducted on 
the third period testing data of all 40 participants.  
 Across all joint orientation-hardness groups, participants chose greater target torques 
when using TT than when they used ATC and QS. The advantage of using TT versus ATC and 
QS was modest in the SJ conditions but was substantial in the HJ conditions where the chosen 
target torque was almost double of what was observed in ATC and QS. This may be due to TT 
having a rapid torque build-up time and shut-off mechanism which increases the inertia of the 
RAPT (i.e. increasing the capacity of the tool to resist change in motion). Thus, at equal target 
torques, lower TRF would be transmitted to the operator when using TT than ATC and QS, such 
that participants were willing to accept greater target torque magnitudes when using TT. 
Nevertheless, when RAPT fastening tasks are developed in the manufacturing sector, TT 
should be the strategy of choice since the data shows that significantly higher target torques 
were chosen when TT was used. 
 A surprising finding in the current study was that fastening strategy influenced the FPK 
and FIMP that participants chose. This was dependant on the joint orientation-hardness group, as 
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was evident from the two-way interaction between group and strategy. Several interesting 
patterns emerged from the FPK data. Participants chose to accept much lower FPK when 
fastening a HJ while operating under the QS strategy compared to ATC and TT but accepted 
much higher FPK when fastening a SJ when using the same strategy. From the FIMP data, 
fastening the SJ in both planes (HP and VP) resulted in individuals willing to accept significantly 
higher FIMP during the use of QS in comparison to the ATC and TT strategies. For the HJ 
conditions in both planes, participants accepted lower FIMP when using TT compared to ATC 
and QS.  
 Based on the chosen target torque and RAPT-HFT data, it is apparent that strategy had 
an impact on what participants deemed acceptable. The characteristics that make each 
fastening strategy unique like torque build-up time, spindle speed, and shut-off mechanism 
influenced FIMP, which integrates these variables into a single output, representing the overall 
demand on the body. The results from the present study suggest that these characteristics may 
independently affect the physical demand acceptability when operating DC RAPTs. A deeper 
dive into the collected data will be needed to examine the effect that rate of loading (i.e. torque 
build-up time) and pulse width (i.e. torque build-up to shut off time) have on DC RAPT operation 
acceptability.  
 When the chosen target torque and RAPT-HFT data are evaluated together, a 
compelling pattern is observed across all joint orientation-hardness groups. Participants chose 
the highest target torque when operating TT, yet the associated forces (FPK and FIMP) when 
using TT were either equal or less than when compared to ATC and QS. Specifically, the 
chosen target torque to experienced force ratio is substantially higher when operating TT, 
further exemplifying the advantage of using this fastening strategy in a manufacturing setting 
over the other strategies.    
 In the present study, frequency had a main effect on the chosen target torque and the 
force participants were willing to accept. As the frequency of the fastening task increased, 
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chosen target torque, FPK, and FIMP that participants deemed acceptable decreased. An 
explanation for this relationship is that individuals chose to decrease their physical effort to 
avoid fatigue and discomfort over time as the task became more frequent. This reduction in the 
chosen acceptable physical demand as a task becomes more repetitive has been noted in 
previous psychophysical research that has controlled for frequency or duty cycle (Potvin et al., 
2000; Ciriello et al., 2002; Nussbaum and Johnson, 2002; Moore and Wells, 2005; Potvin et al., 
2006; Andrews et al., 2008). A particular study of interest was conducted by Moore and Wells 
(2005) who established threshold limits for in-line power tool operation using the psychophysical 
methodology; participants regulated their acceptable physical demand in response to an 
external load, similar to the present study. The investigators found that as they increased the 
duty cycle of the fastening task, the acceptable target torque decreased, which is congruent with 
the current findings.  
 After carefully inspecting the data, it was noted that the VP-HJ group was not affected by 
changes in fastening frequency. The average target torque did not change when frequency 
increased from 1/min to 3/min, but a slight decrease of 3.3% was observed as frequency 
increased from 3/min to 5/min. This change in the chosen target torque due to frequency was 
not deemed functionally relevant and was supported by the FPK and FIMP data where frequency 
had no effect on these measurements. Furthermore, the fastening strategy and frequency 
relationship was examined as well. Frequency had no effect on the chosen target torque and 
RAPT-HFT data in all fastening strategies. It is unclear why chosen target torque, FPK, and FIMP 
did not decrease as fastening frequency increased in the VP-HJ group but did in the other joint 
orientation-hardness groups.  
 The relative muscle effort (sEMG) data provided interesting and insightful results in 
which strategy, frequency, and joint orientation-hardness group influenced EMGPK and EMGIMP. 
It is important to remember that EMGPK represents a single point in time when muscle effort was 
the greatest during the fastening process while excluding all other data. Whereas EMGIMP 
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considers the total amount of muscle effort from the engagement of the trigger to its release. 
General trends and individual muscle details will be discussed below. 
 Fastening strategy had a main effect on EMGPK in the DELT, TRAP, and BB. In the TRI 
and FCU there was an interaction between joint orientation-hardness group and fastening 
strategy on EMGPK. Although there was a statistically significant group x strategy interaction in 
the FCU, upon closer inspection the difference in the three strategies were not deemed 
functionally relevant; collapsed across all joint orientation-hardness groups, ATC, QS, and TT 
use resulted in an FCU EMGPK of 29.9%, 29.8%, and 28.6%, respectively. The overall trend 
seen in the other four muscles demonstrated that ATC resulted in the greatest EMGPK, while the 
lowest EMGPK was found when operating QS and TT, which produced similar EMGPK. The 
EMGPK findings are in agreement with the FPK and FIMP data observed in the HJ conditions, but 
not the SJ conditions where QS elicited the greatest FPK and FIMP, while ATC and TT resulted in 
the lowest. In the EMGIMP data, an interaction between joint orientation-hardness group and 
fastening strategy was noted in all of the collected muscles. After close examination of the data, 
the group x strategy interaction in the TRAP EMGIMP was not functionally relevant. In the other 
collected six muscles, it was noted that when participants fastened the SJ, regardless of 
orientation, higher EMGIMP was seen during QS and TT operation, and lower EMGIMP was 
observed when ATC was used. In the HJ conditions, regardless of orientation, a different trend 
was seen where higher EMGIMP occurred when ATC and TT were used, and lower EMGIMP was 
seen when QS was used. The EMGIMP data related well to what was observed in FPK and FIMP 
for the HJ conditions, but not the SJ conditions where TT resulted in lower FPK and FIMP but 
higher EMGIMP. Overall, the sEMG data from using ATC consistently matched the force data: in 
the HJ conditions ATC use lead to higher EMGPK, EMGIMP, FPK and FIMP, while in the SJ 
conditions ATC use resulted in lower EMGIMP, FPK and FIMP. A strong relationship was also seen 
between QS and the force data: in the HJ conditions QS resulted in lower EMGPK, EMGIMP and 
FPK, while in the SJ conditions QS lead to higher EMGIMP, FPK and FIMP. The relationship 
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between sEMG and force data was not as straightforward when TT was used. Lower EMGPK 
was noted when TT was used, which is in accordance with the low FPK and FIMP seen with TT. 
However, EMGIMP and the force data had an inverse relationship, where lower FPK and FIMP 
occurred when TT was used but high EMGIMP was observed. After careful analysis of the data, it 
became apparent that this occurred because of human error. The investigators had to manually 
unfasten the simulated joint to reset it for the next rundown, and due to instrumentation 
constraints, it was not possible to reset the joint to a consistent baseline every time. During the 
TT trials, the investigators unfastened the bolt to a greater extent compared to the ATC and QS 
trials. This lead to longer rundown times, causing a greater bracing period for the participant 
during the TT trails, resulting in an elevated EMGIMP between trigger engagement to the 
beginning of the torque build-up. Future analyses should only look at the sEMG associated with 
the TRF curve to provide a clearer picture of the effect that fastening strategy had on EMGIMP. 
 A statistical difference between joint orientation-hardness groups in the TRI EMGPK was 
noted. There was a clear difference between the HP and the VP conditions, where EMGPK in the 
VP was strikingly higher than in the HP: EMGPK was 14.34%, 17.45%, 32.81%, and 30.81% in 
the HP-HJ, HP-SJ, VP-HJ, and VP-SJ, respectively. The TRI EMGIMP data did not demonstrate 
any statistical difference between groups, however, the difference between HP and VP may be 
functionally relevant. EMGIMP was 11.61%·s, 12.57%·s, 15.66%·s, and 15.40%·s in the HP-HJ, 
HP-SJ, VP-HJ, and VP-SJ, respectively. This revelation makes sense from a biomechanical 
standpoint. In the VP, the TRI is used as a primary mover to counteract the TRF by extending 
the elbow, while in the HP the TRI works with the BB to stabilize the elbow joint. No other 
statistical nor functionally relevant differences between joint orientation-hardness group and 
EMGPK and EMGIMP were found in the other six UE muscles collected, which is a testament to 
the effectiveness of the minimization technique in reducing group mean differences based on 
participant characteristics.   
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 A joint orientation-hardness group x fastening frequency interaction was noted in the 
DELT, TRI, and ECU EMGPK, while frequency had a main effect on PEC and FCU EMGPK. In 
the EMGIMP, an interaction effect was observed between group and frequency in the TRI and 
ECU, as well as an interaction between strategy and frequency in the FCU and ECU. 
Furthermore, frequency had a main effect on EMGIMP in the PEC, DELT, and BB. Whether it 
was an interaction or main effect, the main observation was that as fastening frequency 
increased the EMGPK and EMGIMP decreased, which is in line with the FPK and FIMP data. This 
finding further solidifies that participants chose to reduce their muscular effort to avoid fatigue 
and discomfort at higher fastening frequencies, and thus accepted lower forces to achieve this. 
It was revealed that TRAP EMGPK and EMGIMP was not affected by fastening frequency, which 
indicates that the TRAP may not have played a major role in counteracting the TRF during 
RAPT operation. 
 When investigating the effect that frequency had on sEMG, examining the difference 
between the least repetitive frequency (1/min) and the most repetitive frequency (5/min) may 
provide some muscle effort insight during RAPT operation. For instance, the decreases in 
EMGPK and EMGIMP was almost double when the SJ was fastened than when the HJ was, as 
was evident in the PEC, DELT, TRI, FCU, and ECU EMG data. In these muscles, EMGPK 
decreased on average by 18.53% as frequency increased from 1/min to 5/min, and EMGIMP 
decreased on average by 21.33% in the SJ conditions. Whereas in the fastening of the HJ, the 
sEMG data from the same five muscles only showed a modest decrease of 8.89% on average 
in EMGPK, and a decrease of 11.15% on average in EMGIMP. Although the BB was sensitive to 
frequency changes, it was not included as part of the above analysis since the change in 
muscle effort was only prominent in the VP-SJ group as will be discussed later. The findings in 
the sEMG data agreed with what was seen in the force data. An increase in fastening frequency 
from 1/min to 5/min resulted in the accepted FPK and FIMP to decrease on average by 13.50% 
and 17.36%, respectively in the SJ conditions. While in the HJ conditions, FPK and FIMP 
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decreased on average by 6.81% and 10.77%, respectively. As was observed in the sEMG data, 
the FPK and FIMP decrease was almost twice as large in the SJ conditions than in the HJ 
conditions as frequency increased from 1/min to 5/min. Going back to the joint hardness 
settings, the HJ reached 60° of rotation from torque build-up to being fully fastened, and the SJ 
450°, thus the time it took to fasten the SJ was greater than for the HJ. Therefore, participants in 
the SJ conditions had to produce a more prolonged muscle effort in order to counteract the 
TRF. If the same workload was maintained as frequency increased, the overall amount of 
physical exertion required to counteract the TRF would be greater in the SJ conditions than the 
HJ; in other words, the SJ had a greater duty cycle than the HJ. This is why the data shows a 
substantially larger decrease in muscle effort in the SJ as frequency increased.        
 As was mentioned earlier, no significant changes in chosen target torque, FPK, and FIMP 
were observed across the three different fastening frequencies in the VP-HJ. It is then intriguing 
that significant decreases in muscle effort were noted in the VP-HJ as frequency increased from 
1/min to 5/min. FCU EMGPK decreased by 14.60%, while DELT, TRI, FCU, and ECU EMGIMP 
decreased between 10-19% as a result of a higher fastening frequency. It appears that although 
participants were willing to accept the same TRF regardless of frequency, they decreased their 
muscle effort substantially as frequency increased. Participants may have accepted greater 
handle displacement during higher frequencies in the VP-HJ group, meaning less muscle effort 
was applied to counteract the TRF. However, it is still unclear why participants may have 
adopted this approach when fastening a HJ in the VP, but not in the other joint orientation-
fastening groups.  
 The forearm flexor and extensor stood out as the muscles that were most sensitive to 
changes in frequency regardless of joint orientation or hardness. Since the forearm muscles are 
responsible for hand-tool coupling and wrist stabilization during RAPT use, it is no surprise that 
the EMGPK and EMGIMP substantially decreased in the FCU and ECU as frequency increased. It 
is also worth mentioning that the ECU sEMG data demonstrated greater decreases in muscle 
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effort when the SJ was fastened in comparison to the HJ, but this was not observed in the FCU 
where the decrease was uniform across all joint orientation-hardness groups. On average, FCU 
EMGPK and EMGIMP decreased by 9.94% and 14.12%, respectively, when 1/min was compared 
to 3/min, and decreased a further 9.27% and 10.09%, respectively, as frequency increased from 
3/min to 5/min. Based on this data, it can be speculated that the forearm muscles may have had 
a greater influence on what participants deemed acceptable as frequency increased.  
 Ratings of discomfort were measured for nine body regions using a modified CR-10 Borg 
scale to provide insight into participants’ perceived effort following the completion of each 
experimental condition. If participants reported a rating of 5 (intense) or greater for any body 
region, they were reminded what the purpose of the study was by allowing them to re-read the 
Subject Instructions document. A handful of participants reported a rating of 5 or greater during 
the initial training sessions, which was addressed immediately. This may have occurred 
because participants were becoming accustomed to RAPT operation in the training sessions; by 
the time the testing sessions began this problem subsided. The average ratings of discomfort 
were less than 1 – which represented very light discomfort – for all body regions regardless of 
group, strategy, and frequency. As such, participants followed the most crucial instruction of 
choosing a workload that would not result in undue discomfort and fatigue based on their 
physical capacity.   
5.1  HYPOTHESES REVISITED 
1. Training sessions will result in low Coefficient of Variation values pertaining to within-subject 
variability of the acceptable torque magnitudes chosen by participants for fastener tightening 
during the testing protocol. 
 
 The chosen target torque of the training and testing data allowed for the investigators to 
reject the null hypothesis. During the training sessions, the average within-subject COV 
collapsed across all joint orientation-hardness group, fastening strategy and frequency 
combinations was 5.7%, ranging between 2.8-9.5%. There was a further reduction in the within-
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subject COV during the testing protocol, where the collapsed average across all joint 
orientation-hardness groups was 5.2%, ranging from 2.8% to 8.1%. This finding indicates that 
participants were reliable in returning to what they perceive to be their physical threshold 
following each perturbation.    
 
2. Psychophysical and electromyography data will demonstrate that participants will accept 
greater target torque magnitudes when fastening hard joints in comparison to soft joints. 
 
 The current results failed to reject the null hypothesis. Overall, there was no statically 
significant difference between fastening a HJ versus a SJ based on the chosen target torques. 
When fastening strategy is considered however, it becomes evident that participants chose 
noticeably greater target torque magnitudes with TT when fastening the HJ (89.24 Nm on 
average) in comparison to the SJ (59.20 Nm on average). Chosen target torque was not 
different between the HJ and SJ conditions when the ATC and QS were used. EMGPK and 
EMGIMP were not different across joint orientation-hardness groups in any of the collected 
muscles, apart from the TRI EMGPK and EMGIMP. In the case of the TRI sEMG data, it was due 
to joint orientation rather than joint hardness. Previous studies have shown greater peak EMG 
when fastening a HJ and greater integrated EMG when fastening a SJ (Radwin et al., 1989; 
Armstrong et al., 1994; Oh and Radwin, 1997; Oh and Radwin, 1998; Armstrong et al., 1999). 
The EMG data in the present study did not reveal any differences due to joint hardness, 
however, context is important. Previous researchers that investigated the effect of RAPT use on 
muscle activity did not allow participants to choose what they deemed as an acceptable 
workload as was done in the present study. It appears that when participants were able to 
modify the workload to what they perceived to be permissible, the muscle effort that was 
produced was essentially equal in both the HJ and SJ conditions. This finding implies that there 
is a feedback mechanism where muscle effort may be the primary driver in determining what 
individuals deem acceptable when performing a task.  
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3. A strong linear relationship will exist between the force impulse and the integrated normalized 
electromyography from the physical capability limits chosen by participants. 
 
 This statement was made prior to adjustments to the methodology and since then it was 
decided not to conduct this analysis due to the noise collected from trigger engagement to 
trigger release that was unrelated with the TRF curve, as is discussed in subsection 5.3. That 
being said, the effects that strategy and frequency had on FIMP and EMGIMP were very similar. 
For instance, in the HJ conditions QS use produced the lower FIMP and EMGIMP while ATC use 
resulted in the greatest FIMP and EMGIMP, while in the SJ conditions the opposite trend was 
observed where ATC use produced lower FIMP and EMGIMP, and QS use resulted in higher 
values in these dependent variables. Furthermore, frequency effects revealed that as the 
fastening task became more repetitive, both FIMP and EMGIMP decreased. Overall, strategy and 
frequency had a similar impact on both FIMP and EMGIMP. A strong relationship between these 
two dependent variables may exist where muscle effort feedback may determine the amount of 
force an individual is willing to accept as tolerable.  
 
 4. The muscle with the greatest relative force contribution (i.e. integrated %EMG) during right-
angle power tool operation will be the limiting factor of the physical capability limits chosen by 
participants across all experimental conditions. The last 15 minutes of data from each 
experimental condition during joint fastening will produce the following relationship: the 
integrated %EMG of the ‘limiting muscle’ and the resultant of the force impulse collected by the 
instrumented handle will have a linear relationship. 
 
 The current results failed to reject the null hypothesis. Although the forearm muscles had 
the highest EMGPK and EMGIMP compared to the other collected muscles, stating that either the 
FCU or ECU were the limiting factors to what participants deemed an acceptable workload 
would be erroneous. The effects that fastening strategy and frequency had on the sEMG data 
clearly shows that the UE muscles worked together to counteract the TRF, thus stating that one 
muscle was the limiting factor for the PCLs that participants chose would be inaccurate. 
Furthermore, the linear relationship between EMGIMP and the FIMP resultant was not examined, 
as will be discussed in subsection 5.3. 
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5.2  RELIABILITY 
Participant reliability in the chosen target torque data was measured by computing the average 
within-subject coefficient of variation in both the training and testing data; the IVs of interest 
were joint orientation-hardness group, fastening strategy, and fastening frequency. As was 
previously stated, the average within-subject COV collapsed across all joint orientation-
hardness group, fastening strategy and frequency combinations was 5.7% and 5.2% for the 
training and testing data, respectively. It is evident that during both the training and testing 
sessions, participants were very reliable in choosing a target torque that they perceived to be 
within their physical capacity. Furthermore, the COV decrease from training to testing 
demonstrates that training had a positive effect on participant reliability.  
 Across both the training and testing data, TT had the lowest within-subject COV 
compared to ATC and QS, which were very similar. It appears that participants produced more 
reliable results when operating under the TT strategy. Another interesting finding was that the 
VP-SJ lead the highest COV variables than the other joint orientation-hardness groups; on 
average, the VP-SJ COV was 6.3%, while in the other three groups COV ranged from 4.5% to 
5.2%. It seems that participants had more difficulty choosing the target torque in the VP-SJ 
condition that matched their physical capacity. Regardless, the within-subject COV values are 
very low, and as was previously mentioned, the only other study that used the psychophysical 
methodology to determine PCLs for impulsive power tools did not disclose the COV, thus this is 
a novel report.  
 The within-subject COV for the remaining DVs, except for the Borg rating data, were only 
calculated for the third testing period. Within-subject COV for FPK was 9.5% on average 
collapsed across the joint orientation-hardness groups, ranging from 7.5% to 12.1%; FIMP was 
14.1% on average collapsed across the joint orientation-hardness groups, ranging from 12.7% 
to 15.6%. Previous psychophysical studies that have calculated COV variables for peak force 
and force impulse have reported a range between 5.6-22% (Potvin et al., 2000; Potvin et al., 
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2006; Andrews et al., 2008). The FPK and FIMP COV variables in the present study are low and 
within the range reported by previous psychophysical studies, however, FIMP COV was greater 
than FPK which is not in agreement with previous research. Potvin et al. (2000) and Potvin et al. 
(2006) found that the force impulse COV was lower and more reliable than the peak force COV. 
The FIMP COV being slightly higher than the FPK COV in the present study may be due in part to 
instrumentation constraints rather than due to participant choices. The set fastening angle for 
the HJ and SJ was not always consistent throughout data collection and will be further 
discussed in the next subsection. Regardless, the force data COV are low and similar to what 
has been reported in previous psychophysical research. The EMGPK within-subject COV 
variables, on average, was 18.9% with a range between 14-25% across the joint orientation-
hardness groups; EMGIMP within-subject COV variables were slightly lower, where on average 
COV was 16.0% with a range between 12-20% across the joint orientation-hardness groups. 
This finding is congruent with the COV variables reported by Cort et al. (2006). The sEMG 
collected for the psychophysically chosen accepted frequencies for fastener initiation tasks 
exhibited an average COV of 23% across seven UE muscles with a range of 16-39%. sEMG 
COV are typically higher than force measures, as is evident in the present study. However, 
these values are relatively low which indicates that muscle activation levels were reasonably 
consistent throughout the DC RAPT fastening task.     
5.3  LIMITATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The advantage of the psychophysical methodology is that it allows an individual to integrate 
multiple variables into a single output based on their perception of a stimulus. Using the black 
box as an analogy, the IVs as well as physical and psychosocial perceptions serve as the 
inputs, and each participant is the black box, integrating these input variables into a single 
output (i.e. PCLs). This, however, also serves as a limitation since it becomes challenging to 
determine which inputs influenced what participants chose and to what extent. Despite this, 
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psychophysics is an accepted method in science and has been used in numerous studies to 
develop physical standards for a variety of occupational tasks. The allure of the psychophysical 
approach is that it permits complex tasks to be quantifiably measured in addition to providing a 
realistic simulation of industrial work.  
 To minimize psychosocial biases towards manufacturing assembly, participants without 
prior experience with using DC RAPT in automotive assembly were recruited for the present 
study. At first glance this may appear as a limitation, however, research by Potvin et al. (2000) 
demonstrated that skill differences between experienced and unexperienced individuals can be 
significantly reduced through an adequate training protocol, as was done in the current study. 
Participants in the present study completed a minimum of 6.75 hours of training (45 minutes per 
experimental condition) prior to proceeding to the testing sessions. This was done to familiarize 
participants with the fastening task with the aim of producing reliable assessments of the task at 
hand. Based on the low within-subject COV observed in the chosen target torque, RAPT-HFT, 
and sEMG data the training protocol achieved what it was designed to do.    
 Participants were exposed to three experimental conditions on a typical testing session 
which lasted between 3-4 hours. A typical working day is considered to be 8 hours in length, 
thus it may have been difficult for participants to accurately estimate the workload they would 
deem acceptable when the exposure time per experimental condition was only 45 minutes at a 
time. However, previous psychophysical studies have demonstrated that collecting for a long 
period of time is not necessary (Cirello et al., 1990; Marley and Fernandez, 1995). Cirello et al. 
(1990) investigated manual material handling task acceptability and found that the weights 
chosen by participants after 40 minutes of collection did not significantly differ from the ones 
selected after 4 hours. Marley and Fernandez (1995) reported that the maximal acceptable 
frequency for the drilling tasks participants performed for 30 minutes, 4 hours, and 8 hours were 
no significantly different.  
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 One important limitation of the present study were the simulated joints that were used to 
mimic joint fastenings. The simulated joint that was fixed to behave like a HJ was set to a target 
angle of 60°, and the SJ to 450°. These angle values were chosen based on the fastener 
classifications by Radwin et al. (2016) which stated that a HJ required <90° from torque build-up 
to target torque, and a SJ >360°; additionally, ISO 5393 classified a SJ to require 720° of 
rotation from torque build-up to target torque. Originally, the HJ was to be set to 45°, however, 
during some pilot work it became clear that this angle was unachievable with the simulated joint 
at torques above 60 Nm. To maintain a consistent angle regardless of torque, it was determined 
that 60° was the lowest angle that satisfied this need. A similar issue occurred with the SJ 
where the proposed angle was set to 540° as an intermediate angle to appease both the 
classifications of a SJ by Radwin et al. (2016) and ISO 5393. During pilot work, however, the 
strain on the bolt exceeded its capacity at higher torques, resulting in the bolts breaking. Thus, 
the angle had to be reduced to 450° to avoid this problem. One other obstacle that was exposed 
with the use of the simulated joints was maintaining angle consistency, which became more of 
an art than a science at times. The method to modifying the angle on the simulated joint was to 
change the pin positions, such that the closer the pins where to the centre of the joint the lower 
the angle, and the further the pins were from the centre the higher the angle. This was important 
because when participants changed the target torque, this would inherently cause the angle to 
change: if the target torque was increased, the angle would also increase, and vise versa. Thus, 
the pin positions had to be adjusted accordingly to maintain a consistent angle regardless of 
target torque. Furthermore, the 5/min frequency also presented a complication in maintaining 
angle consistency. Since the joint was being fastened and unfastened every 12 seconds at this 
frequency, the bolt tended to heat up and the grease that lubricated the simulated joint would 
begin to ware off which would cause the angle to decrease over time. Thus, close attention was 
paid so that the target angle was met at every rundown. Due to these limitations, an error range 
of ±10° and ±25° in the HJ and SJ, respectively, was accepted during data collection.  
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 Another equipment limitation was the RAPT itself, specifically Atlas Copco’s TT strategy 
and Stanley’s ATC strategy. The highest achievable torque with the Atlas Copco RAPTs was 
100 Nm, and there were a handful of participants that were willing to accept target torques 
above 100 Nm when operating TT on the HJ conditions. When this occurred, the angle was 
incremented by 10° at a time to increase the TRF participants had to counteract. The 
improvisation to this limitation had little to no effect on the FPK and FIMP data as these variables 
increased with an incrementing angle. However, the TT chosen target torque data in the HJ 
conditions may be slightly underestimated since the torque plateaued at 100 Nm even though 
participants were accepting higher forces than what would be observed with a target torque of 
100 Nm at 60°. Regarding the Stanley tools, the ATC strategy overshot on various occasions; it 
appeared as if after completing the fastening, the algorithm would attempt to tighten the bolt 
again. This lead to participants being overpowered by the tool, in some cases pulling them 
forward in the HP and shooting their arm up in the VP; the investigators attempted to fix the 
issue without any success. Thus, participants were instructed to keep these overshoots into 
account when choosing the workload they deemed acceptable. Since the overshoots were 
random and unpredictable, there is a high risk of impact injuries occurring when operating under 
the ATC strategy in an industrial setting. Lastly, the observed PCLs may have been different if a 
counter-balance was not used to negate the weight of the RAPT and the RAPT-HFT.  
 The present study only examined HJ and SJ to represent two ends of the joint hardness 
spectrum seen in industry. It must be remembered that the fastening angles involving the use of 
RAPTs will vary depending on the industrial task; replicating this variability in the present study 
would have been unfeasible from a financial and temporal perspective. Furthermore, only three 
different fastening strategies were selected from two RAPT manufacturers, but there are more 
tool manufacturers with their unique fastening strategies. These tools were chosen as they are 
commonly used in automotive manufacturing, and again, it was unfeasible to include all the 
existing fastening strategies out there. However, the collected data may allow for mathematical 
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interpolation to predict acceptable limits for a variety of fastener angle parameters and fastening 
strategies.   
 The initial proposal of analysing all three orthogonal axes and the resultant of the RAPT-
HFT data was revised after examining the results of the testing data. During data processing it 
was noted that a substantial amount of force was being produced in x-axis prior to the torque 
build-up as a result of participants leaning into the RAPT-HFT. This was observed more readily 
in the VP than the HP conditions, but occurred in both joint orientations nonetheless. Since the 
majority of the force collected in the x-axis was did not pertain to the actual fastening of the 
simulated joint, it was decided not to include this analysis in the final results section. The same 
decision was made regarding the z-axis as there was very little force observed in this axis. Due 
to the exclusion of the x and z axes, the resultant was not included in the final analysis either. It 
was then decided to only report the findings in the y-axis since the collected force leading up to 
the torque-build up was low and the majority of the TRF occurred in the y-axis. Future analyses 
should look at all three orthogonal axes and the resultant of the isolated TRF curve only.  
5.4  RECOMMENDED PHYSICAL CAPABILITY LIMITS 
Snook (1978) stated that when you fail to accommodate for 75% of the working population for 
manual material handling tasks, the increase of lower back injuries increases threefold. 
Additionally, a further increase in population inclusion becomes substantially more expensive 
with little added benefit in reducing injury risk. Thus, by accommodating for 75% of the female 
working population (mean – (0.675 x standard deviation)), a good balance is struck between 
economics and ergonomics. This approach has since been used to set physical standards for 
various industrial jobs beyond just manual material handling tasks and was employed in the 
present study to set the target torque PCLs for DC RAPT operation. Irrespective of joint 
orientation-hardness group, the target torque PCLs are substantially greater for the TT strategy 
than for ATC and QS, particularly in the HJ conditions where the TT PCLs were essentially 
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twice as large. Furthermore, the PCLs decreased as frequency increased regardless of 
fastening strategy. The recommended PCLs can be viewed in Table 6. Lastly, it must be stated 
that there are a couple of operational constraints associated with the PCLs. A weight balancer 
was used to negate the weight of the RAPT and the RAPT-HFT, and the HJ was set to 60°±10° 
while the SJ was set to 450°±25°. Thus, the proposed PCLs are only applicable when these 
parameters are true.  
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Chapter 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
The chosen target torque and RAPT-HFT data collected in the current study showed that 
frequency had a significant main effect on what participants deemed acceptable. It was noted 
that as the fastening became more repetitive from 1/min to 3/min to 5/min, participants chose to 
accept lower target torques, FPK and FIMP in all joint orientation-hardness groups except for the 
VP-HJ group. 
 Furthermore, the chosen target torque data revealed a joint orientation-hardness group x 
fastening strategy interaction. In the chosen target torque data, TT use resulted in participants 
accepting significantly higher target torques across all joint orientation-hardness groups. This 
was especially prominent in the HJ conditions, where the chosen target torque was almost 
double as what was accepted in ATC and QS. No significant or functionally relevant differences 
were noted between ATC and QS across all groups. 
 Additionally, the RAPT-HFT data also showed a joint orientation-hardness group x 
fastening strategy interaction. When QS was used, it was noted that participants accepted lower 
FPK in the HJ conditions, but higher FPK in the SJ conditions in comparison to ATC and TT. The 
FIMP data showed that participants accepted lower FIMP when using TT in the HJ conditions, 
while in the SJ conditions, participants accepted higher FIMP when QS was used. 
 The sEMG data collected in the present study showed that an interaction effect between 
group and strategy occurred in the TRI and FCU EMGPK, and a main effect of strategy occurred 
in the DELT, TRAP and BB EMGPK. The general observation was that the EMGPK in these 
muscles was the greatest when ATC was used, while the lowest EMGPK occurred during QS 
and TT operation. Furthermore, it was discovered that in the EMGIMP there was a group and 
strategy interaction in all of the seven collected UE muscles. Higher EMGIMP was noted when 
QS and TT were used on the SJ conditions versus ATC, and in the HJ conditions, higher 
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EMGIMP occurred when ATC and TT were used, and lower EMGIMP was seen when QS was 
used. 
 The sEMG data also revealed a joint orientation-hardness group and frequency 
interaction in the EMGPK of the DELT, TRU and ECU, and a main effect of frequency on the 
PEC and FCU EMGPK. In the EMGIMP, an interaction effect was observed between group and 
frequency in the TRI and ECU, as well as an interaction between strategy and frequency in the 
FCU and ECU. Furthermore, frequency had a main effect on the PEC, DELT and BB EMGIMP. 
The general observation from this data was that as the fastening frequency increased, muscle 
effort (EMGPK and EMGIMP) decreased. 
6.1  IMPLICATIONS TO INDUSTRY 
Performing fastening tasks with the use of DC RAPTs in the automotive sector was identified as 
potentially posing an injury risk to workers on the production line. Prior to this study, only the 
guideline set by Oh and Radwin (1998) existed, which stated that any RAPT fastener rundown 
exceeding 55 Nm of peak target torque would require a torque reaction bar. However, this 
guideline did not account for joint orientation. joint hardness, fastening strategy, nor fastening 
frequency. Furthermore, this standard was set for pneumatic RAPT use, and not for DC RAPTs 
which are now more prominently used in industry. Thus, no acceptable limits had been 
established for DC RAPT operation, which was one of the main purposes of the present study in 
addition to examining the relationship between the PCLs and muscle effort. Through the 
implementation of the psychophysical methodology, PCLs for DC RAPT target torques were 
determined for HJ and SJ conditions in which a combination of three fastening strategies (ATC, 
QS, TT) and three fastening frequencies (1/min, 3/min, 5/min) were simulated within each joint 
hardness.  
 The relationships found between the chosen target torque, RAPT-HFT, and sEMG 
provided some interesting insights. For instance, the RAPT-HFT yielded results that strongly 
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matched the general patterns observed in the chosen target torque data, indicating that this 
instrumented handle could be used in the future to measure quantitative data to aid ergonomists 
in the analyses of occupational tasks involving the use of RAPTs. Furthermore, the sEMG data 
had strong relationships with the chosen target torque and RAPT-HFT data, revealing that 
muscle effort may have been the primary factor in driving what participants chose as an 
acceptable workload.  
 The recommended PCLs guidelines provided in the present study for DC RAPT 
operation can be used to protect worker health and safety in the industrial sector. Furthermore, 
the guidelines and information obtained from this study provides guidance to ergonomists and 
engineers when designing assembly tasks that involve the use of DC RAPTs, so that the 
fastening tasks do not exceed the capacity of 75% of the female working population.   
6.2  FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
Due to the large amount of data collected in the present study, there were certain elements that 
were not investigated. For example, future studies should explore the role that participant 
characteristics such as height, weight, age, and grip strength played on what individuals chose 
as an acceptable workload. It would be interesting to probe whether the effects of these 
characteristics were negligible or if they played an important role. It is also worth noting that the 
grip force was not analyzed. It would be intriguing to investigate if the joint orientation-hardness 
condition, fastening strategy, and fastening frequency influenced how forcefully participants held 
on to the RAPT-HFT.  
 The present study only reported the results from the push/pull axis (y-axis) of the RAPT-
HFT data due to the forces that preceded the torque build-up which were unrelated to the actual 
fastening of the joint. Future research should isolate the TRF curve and analyze all three 
orthogonal axes, the resultant, and the sEMG data within those parameters. In regards to the 
psychophysical methodology, the present study found strong evidence to reduce the collection 
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time; future research should mine through the training and testing data from this study to 
determine if further reductions in collection time are possible.  
 The research conducted in the present study and by Moore and Wells (2005) provide 
psychophysical guidelines for RAPT and in-line power tool use, respectively. However, based 
on the review of the literature, no guidelines exist for DC pistol grip operation. A future study 
could apply this psychophysical methodology to establish PCLs for DC pistol grip tools. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Principal Investigator: Dr. Joel Cort 
REB Number: 33687 
Research Project Title: REB# 16-231: "Ergonomic determination of physical capability limits while using 
right angle power tools"  
Clearance Date: January 13, 2017 
Project End Date: January 01, 2019  
Milestones: 
Renewal Due-2018/01/01(Pending) 
 
This is to inform you that the University of Windsor Research Ethics Board (REB), which is organized and 
operated according to the Tri-Council Policy Statement and the University of Windsor Guidelines for 
Research Involving Human Subjects, has granted approval to your research project on the date noted 
above. This approval is valid only until the Project End Date. 
A Progress Report or Final Report is due by the date noted above. The REB may ask for monitoring 
information at some time during the project’s approval period. 
During the course of the research, no deviations from, or changes to, the protocol or consent form may be 
initiated without prior written approval from the REB. Minor change(s) in ongoing studies will be 
considered when submitted on the Request to Revise form. 
Investigators must also report promptly to the REB: 
a) changes increasing the risk to the participant(s) and/or affecting significantly the conduct of the study; 
b) all adverse and unexpected experiences or events that are both serious and unexpected; 
c) new information that may adversely affect the safety of the subjects or the conduct of the study. 
Forms for submissions, notifications, or changes are available on the REB website: www.uwindsor.ca/reb. 
If your data is going to be used for another project, it is necessary to submit another application to the 
REB. 
We wish you every success in your research.  
 
Dr. Suzanne McMurphy, Ph.D.  
Chair, Research Ethics Board 
2146 Chrysler Hall North  
University of Windsor 
519-253-3000 ext. 3948 
Email: ethics@uwindsor.ca 
 
The information contained in this e-mail message is confidential and protected by law.  The information is 
intended only for the person or organization addressed in this e-mail.  If you share or copy the information 
you may be breaking the law.  If you have received this e-mail by mistake, please notify the sender of the 
e-mail by the telephone number listed on this e-mail.  Please destroy the original; do not e-mail back the 
information or keep the original.   
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CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 
Ergonomic determination of physical capability limits while using right angle power tools  
 
Investigators:  Joel Cort 
 
Principal Investigator:  Joel Cort 
    Assistant Professor 
    Department of Kinesiology 
    University of Windsor 
    519-253-3000 ext. 4980 
    cortj@uwindsor.ca 
Student /Co-Investigators:      Jonathan Valencia  
Purpose of the Study 
The United States Council for Automotive Research (USCAR) has determined repetitive strain and 
sustained handling of tools can lead to an increased risk of acute and chronic work related injuries in 
automotive manufacturing. The purpose of this study is to determine physical capability limits (PCL) while 
operating direct current (DC) right angle power tools (RAPT) using a psychophysical method, commonly 
used in many industrial based ergonomics studies, to determine the magnitude of torque and frequency 
workers are willing to perform their tasks safely. By doing this, the goal of the research is to reduce work 
related musculoskeletal disorders and improve worker safety.  
 
Procedures Involved in the Research 
You are being invited to participate in this study, which requires you to use three different power tool 
algorithms to fasten test joints at three different frequencies and at two different tool positions. You will be 
randomly assigned into 1 of 4 groups that are based on tool positions and type of joint (hard, which 
mimics clamping 2 pieces of metal together and soft, which mimics clamping 2 pieces of plastic together). 
Within each group, you will be asked to complete 9 different bolt tightening tasks using 3 different power 
tool algorithms at 3 different repetitions within each minute. Each of the 9 conditions need your assistance 
for 2 hours (1 hour of training and 1 hour testing) for a total of 18 hours of participation. You will only be 
permitted to participate for a maximum of 6 hours each session and you will not be allowed to participate 
on consecutive days. For your help, you will be paid $15.00 per hour for a total of $270.00. Please note, 
your dedication to the entire 18 hours of participation will be appreciated as partial participation cannot be 
utilized for our results and conclusions.  
Training Sessions: 
• Your height, weight, and age will be taken.  
• You will be placed in a set foot position in front of the bolt.  
• You will be asked to hold the right-angle power tool with your right hand on the trigger and left 
hand on the identified stabilizing handle.  
• You will be constantly monitored by the experimenters to ensure the desired posture is 
maintained. 
• You will be asked to fasten a bolt every time you hear the auditory cue.   
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• If you feel that the demand on your body due to the fastening is too difficult or too easy, you may 
ask researcher to adjust the target torque setting to change the demand.  
• You will be periodically reminded that the intensity of work should be steady but must not induce 
discomfort. 
• Each 1 hour condition will be split into four 15 minute intervals. At each interval, you will be 
instructed to close your eyes as the experimenter increases or decreases the target torque that 
you have chosen. 
• During the next 15 minutes following the torque alteration, you will continue with the fastenings 
and determine if the new demand settings are too high or too low.  
• You will once again be allowed to change the demand to a level that you are comfortable 
performing.  
• You will be provided with a 15-minute break after each experimental condition (approximately 1 
hour) before moving on to the next randomized condition.   
• The training session is in place to allow you to familiarize yourself with the study protocol and 
gives you practice in choosing the demand levels that you are comfortable with in each of the 9 
conditions.  
Testing Session: 
Once you have completed the training session, you will be invited to return to the laboratory for the testing 
session.   
• Before beginning the fastenings, the researcher will attach seven EMG electrodes to your skin. 
You will then be asked to perform 3 maximal contractions against a rope that will provide 
resistance to capture your maximal effort. Each of these pushes will last 2-3 seconds and you will 
be given a 10 second rest between efforts. Once you this is completed, you will be given a 3-
minute rest. 
• You will be follow the same protocol that you completed in the training sessions, until you have 
completed all 9 conditions, each lasting 1 hour. 
 
Potential Harms, Risks or Discomforts  
You may experience local muscle soreness in your arms and upper back during, and for several hours 
after the experiment due to the nature and repetitiveness of the activity. This muscle soreness, which is 
typical of any physical exertion study, will be equivalent to a bout of moderately strenuous exercise and 
should not persist beyond 24 hours. The investigators will provide you with stretches that will help 
alleviate the muscle soreness. You are free to withdraw from the experiment at any time should you feel 
excessive discomfort. Additionally, although very rare, the EMG electrode adhesive may cause temporary 
skin irritation similar to that of commercial bandages. 
Potential Benefits  
Although there will be no direct benefits to you, you will be exposed to occupational biomechanics 
research practices which can benefit your awareness of personal ergonomics in activities of daily living. 
Furthermore, participants will experience the collection procedures of electromyography which may be 
useful in future academics and/or careers. The scholarly community will be able to expand the existing 
knowledge of industry-based right angle power tool usage as a result of the information collected in this 
experiment. The results will help promote workplace musculoskeletal injury prevention based on the 
physical capability limits that will be determined from this study. 
Compensation for participation 
Participants will be compensated with an hourly fee of $15.00 per hour (a total of 18 hours and thus 
$270.00) as well as receiving a University of Windsor, Faculty of Human Kinetics research t-shirt for your 
participation in this study.  
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Confidentiality 
The testing sessions will take place within the Occupational Simulation and Ergonomics Laboratory at the 
University of Windsor. You will be assigned a randomly generated subject code known only to the 
investigators and therefore your identity cannot be determined by anyone other than the investigators. 
Your personal information including name, age, and physical characteristics will be kept anonymous on 
all documents using the coding system. The information obtained in this study will be used for research 
purposes only and will be kept in a locked cabinet or stored on a password protected computer for a 
maximum of 10 years.  
Participation 
You are being invited to volunteer in this study. If you choose to volunteer, you are free to withdraw from 
the study without any consequence at any time during the training or testing sessions. If you choose to 
withdraw, all digital data will be permanently deleted from the computers and all paperwork will be 
shredded.   
Information about the Study Results 
Personal data sets and the final results of the study will be made available you if you are interested. You 
may obtain the results by providing the investigators with your email address at the time of testing, or by 
contacting one of the investigators at a later date. All collected email addresses will be kept confidential 
and only used for the purpose of sending out the final study results. 
Subsequent Use of Data 
This data may be used in subsequent studies, in publications and/or in presentations.  
 
Rights of Research Participants  
If you have questions regarding your rights as a research participant, or about the way the study is 
conducted, you may contact: 
 
University of Windsor Research Ethics Coordinator 
Telephone: 519-253-3000 ext. 3948 
E-mail: ethics@uwindsor.ca 
 
Research Ethics Board 
University of Windsor 
401 Sunset Avenue, 
Lambton Tower, Room #1102 A 
Windsor, Ont. N9B 3P4 
SIGNATURE OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANT/LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE 
 
I understand the information provided for the study Ergonomic determination of physical capability 
limits while using right angle power tools as described herein. My questions have been answered to 
my satisfaction, and I agree to participate in this study. I have been given a copy of this form. 
 
______________________________________ 
Name of Participant 
 
______________________________________   ___________________ 
Signature of Participant       Date 
 
SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR 
 
These are the terms under which I will conduct research. 
 
_____________________________________   ____________________ 
Signature of Investigator      Date 
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Physical Characteristic Questions and the Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire  
 
Initial of first name: _____     Initial of last name:  _____     Date: _______________________ 
Age: ________   Height: ______ ft. ______ in.    Weight (lbs): _____________ 
 
Question: Have you ever used a right-angle power tool during automotive assembly?   Y   or   N 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kuorinka et al., 1987 
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Using the rating scale below, provide a number rating that describes the 
discomfort you are feeling in each of the following body regions shown in the 
diagram above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Body Part Rating (0-10) 
Shoulder (Front)   
Arm   
Forearm   
Wrist   
Hand   
Neck    
Shoulder (Back)   
Upper Back   
Lower Back   
Modified Borg 10-point scale (Borg, 1990) 
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Subject Instructions 
We are attempting to find out how much physical effort an individual can be expected to 
apply to resist the forces required to perform a right-angle power tool fastening task 
during automotive assembly.  
 
We are not interested in the maximum amount of effort you can produce for this task but 
only the amount that can be done comfortably and without strain.  
 
We want you to imagine that you are working on a production line which requires 
perform this tasks at regular intervals.   
 
We want you to adjust the demand you are working against by changing the set 
demand of the physical joint until you feel that it is the maximum amount that you can 
perform comfortably; the maximum amount that you can perform without straining 
yourself; and the maximum amount that you can perform for the specified interval. 
 
You will adjust the set demand of the joint simulator by asking the research to either 
increase or decrease the physical demand. At that point the research will make physical 
changes to the joint simulator.  
 
Do not hurry your effort. 
 
Test the demand carefully. 
 
Re-adjust the demand as many times as you feel necessary. 
 
Do not strain. 
 
Remember that we are not interested in how much you can ultimately resist when 
fastening, but rather in the maximum amount that you would like to handle in your 
regular job. 
 
This is your chance to help us set demand recommendations.  
 
 
Adapted from Snook, S., Irvine, C. H. (1967). Maximum acceptable weight of lifting. Journal of 
the American Industrial Hygiene Association 28, 322-329.  
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